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This issue has been a labor of the deepest love for us. Personal
lives, careers, and living situations have all made advances, shifts,
and turns, and through it all we have been grounded with the
focus of Apeiron and our contributors. Last issue we let you in on
the idea behind the name Apeiron, and no, it really has nothing to
do with an affinity toward large primates or well-pressed laundry.
It, as we said, has been described as the unlimited, infinite, and indefinite. Now, add to that our desire for the rawness, ugliness, and
unlikely beauty that comes from the need to record and express
life in its vary forms and ranges of emotion, and you have our fifth
issue.
The work we have received and complied here will leave you
feeling the gentle enormity of nature that, in its simplicity, can
shake the Earth and with it our beliefs. Confusion, disgust, and
sympathy will mix a strange cocktail as you read of the sudden and
deliberate actions taken in moments of love, retribution, mental
illness, or apathetic curiosity. But no matter the genre or theme,
the work presented here, once again, represents our desire to put
forth new and established writers’ work that touches on that something we can’t fully describe. That beginning of beginnings that
shapes it all, that matters only as we make it matter, and yet brings
that most powerful human faculty to the forefront—empathy. But
more than that, when it comes down to it, we are bringing you
good stuff we like. And sometimes that sharing of the good stuff is
the point.
So we hope you will enjoy our fifth issue as much as we do and
that you will also think it’s good stuff worth sharing. We will continue to keep you updated as Apeiron grows and matures, and we
wish you happy reading!
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The Bedside Book of
Mammalian Changes
Glen Armstrong

4.
Book:

1.

(unexpected)
In the pocket of an old mink coat.

When we brush against each other
the little swish our skin

5.

makes
might be audible
in the wild
or to the wild children of myth and science
on a windless day in August.

The four-chambered heart
     is just complex enough
where shadow
can hide indefinitely.

2.
Snake:
(immanent danger)
The hiss of a neon sign.
     3.
We have come together
to graze and laugh
at those the birds dare perch upon.
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The Third Day
Kathleen M. Basi
I’M A GIRL. Weight: 7 lb., 3 oz. Length: 17 ½ in. Mother: Andrea
Mason. Date of birth: March 6. Time: 6:23 a.m. My name is: ____.
The card is Scotch-taped to the Plexiglas hospital crib. In the tub
rests a knit cap and white blanket stamped with purple, green and
blue feet. My daughter. I’ve been waiting nine months for this moment, and now I feel nothing.
Freezing rain pummels the window in counterpoint to the tapping
of my husband’s fingers on the laptop. In the corner of the cinderblock room, Ben sits wrapped in a blanket, reading everything ever
posted on the subject of Trisomy 21.
This morning I couldn’t have told you what Down syndrome was,
much less its medical name.
I shiver, and the nurse taking my vitals glances up. “I know it’s
cold,” she sympathizes. “Do you want another blanket before you try
to nurse?” But she doesn’t wait for an answer. “Now, remember, honey, don’t get too upset if she can’t latch on. Most of these kids have
trouble breastfeeding.”
I don’t respond—she doesn’t want to hear it anyway—and after a
moment, she follows my gaze to the empty name card. “So what’s the
baby’s name?” she asks.
Ben emerges bleary-eyed from the computer. “Her name is—”
“I don’t want to nurse her.” My voice sounds harsh, the words still
more so. I nearly retch when I realize what I’ve said...and what I
haven’t.
I don’t want this baby.
Ben’s hands are frozen above the keyboard. He stares at me, his
hazel eyes wide with fear that wasn’t there thirty seconds ago. I can see
him trying to rationalize. It must be the drugs, he’s thinking. “C’mon,
Andy,” he says weakly.
The nurse’s smile is just a little too bright to be genuine. “Now,
hon, this little lady needs all the help she can get.”
The gentle rebuke stings. I’m not ready to admit I’ve already given up on my child, so I pinch my lips shut and let her hand me the
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bundle of blankets.
It doesn’t look like a Downs baby, not that I know what a Downs
baby is supposed to look like. There’s something off about the skin color, and the head is squashed and misshapen after its failed trip through
the birth canal. But that’s hardly unusual. The nurse strokes the fine,
dark halo of hair and murmurs, “What a blessing.”
Is she crazy? I give her a look, and she beats a hasty retreat. The baby’s six hours old and the platitudes already make me want to scream.
Blessing? Blessing? Easy for them to say, with their perfect IQ Babies.
Ben leans forward, and his fingers flutter through my hair. “Don’t let
it get to you, Andy. They just don’t know what to say.”
“Then they should keep their mouths shut.”
He sighs. “I know. But the nurse is right.” He rests a hand on the
baby’s dark head. “She does need all the help she can get. Besides, you
know there has to be a reason why...”
“Oh, no. Don’t you dare start spouting God at me!” I wrench
open the shoulder snaps on my hospital gown and pull the baby into
position, refusing to acknowledge the deer-in-headlights look on my
husband’s face. “So Down’s kids don’t nurse,” I say sourly. “We’ll have
to buy formula.”
“C’mon, Andy,” he says again. His voice quavers. “Give her a
chance. You’ve nursed before. That oughtta help.”
“Yeah, yeah. Come on, kiddo,” I say without conviction. To my
surprise, the baby clamps down on the second try and begins to tug
like an old pro.
The tension floods out of Ben’s face. “There, you see?” Grinning
maniacally, he seizes his coat and a yellow writing tablet covered with
scribbles. Then he bends over to drop a perfunctory kiss on my forehead. “I gotta run,” he says. “I’ve got a million things to do. Gotta talk
to the bank, apply for early intervention...”
“Ben...” There are so many things I need to say, ideas I can’t even
formulate yet. He can’t leave me alone, not now, not with all this uncertainty. “Ben, wait a minute—”
But he’s already halfway out the door. “I gotta pick up J.J.—I’ll call
ya later. Love ya, honey.” He blows me a kiss, and then he’s gone.
I swallow a curse. I know how Ben thinks. He’s a list man. As far as
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he’s concerned, it’s a done deal. The baby’s nursing; by morning, I’ll
be madly in love, an inevitable side effect of prolactin. Andy—check.
Next on the list: J.J.
J.J.
I drift in an ocean of longing for my perfect, firstborn son—a sea
full of little guilt piranhas nibbling at my insides. Surely my loathing
for my own child means I’m destined for Hell. I try to force my lips
into the contours of well-worn prayers, but the words feel so foreign,
so wholly inadequate, that my tongue locks up on them.
The baby falls off the breast; I switch sides with difficulty. Eighteen
hours of labor and an emergency C-section. Thirty-six hours without
sleep. Maybe all I need is some rest, and I’ll be ready to bond with this
baby.
Except I don’t want to bond. I just want to forget this ever happened.
My throat constricts. Jell-o and chicken broth rumble dangerously
in my stomach. What’s the matter with me? Damn Ben for leaving me
to face this alone!
The baby lets go again. It’s been thirty seconds—I think. I wasn’t
paying attention. We latch for the third time as exclamations of adoration filter through the walls from other rooms. I hate them all—those
deliriously happy families, drunk on joy and pain meds, basking in
warmth and light. My room feels like a morgue: cold, sterile, dead.
The baby flops back on the pillow, and I glance down. Fast asleep,
eyes screwed shut. Gritting my teeth, I strip the blankets off and lay
the floppy little body on the bed, clad only in a diaper. After two
minutes of hard poking, the fussing tells me it’s time to make another
attempt—and this time, I watch the clock.
Twelve seconds.
My stubborn side kicks in. Downs or no, this kid is gonna nurse if it
kills me.
Forty-five minutes later, muscles aching, I surrender. “Just keep her
in the nursery tonight,” I tell the nurse.
As the crib rattles down the hall, I reach for the bedside table and
open the laptop. I Google “Downs Syndrome adoption.”
“Did you mean: Down syndrome adoption?”
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Whatever. There are half a million hits. I pick one at random and
start reading.
Once I get going, I can’t seem to stop. There are the statistics—families waiting to adopt kids with Down’s: 150; incidence of childhood
leukemia: 15-20 times greater than average. There are the success
stories—the woman who swims the San Francisco Bay; the concert violinist. And of course, there’s the list of developmental and educational
issues—a list peppered with incomprehensible acronyms. The longer I
read, the less the words on the screen look like English. My head lolls
back against the pillows, and at last, I fall asleep.
A procession of doctors and therapists parades across my eyelids. I
see myself and my husband, too old to care for ourselves, still saddled
with an adult child who can’t bathe or feed herself. Evening comes,
and morning follows, the second day.
By the early light of dawn, I know my nightmares are just that—
nightmares. If I learned anything in my little Internet crawl, it is that
on the spectrum of disabilities, Down’s is relatively mild. But then a
doctor I’ve never seen before walks in to give me the news. The baby
has high blood pressure in the lungs, whatever that means, and needs
heart surgery. Soon.
Now I know I don’t want this baby.
Ben and I spend the entire afternoon fighting. Whenever a nurse
walks into the room, we subside into frosty, tight-lipped silence, only
to erupt again as soon as the door closes behind her.
We break all the rules of arguing. We dredge up old disagreements,
hurl accusations, and leap from one subject to the next. We certainly don’t hold hands. Ben doesn’t understand what’s happened to the
woman he married.
Neither do I, which is probably why I’m fighting so hard.
“Andy, did I ever tell you I had a classmate with muscular dystrophy?” Ben reaches across the glacial divide, but I clench my crossed
arms even more tightly against my body, and he stops shy of touching me. “He died when we were fifteen. I never tried to get to know
him—I was too scared. I always wished I had another chance.” His
voice trembles and drops, compressed to a tight line of anguish. “I
think this is it, Andy. This is my chance. I may not get another one!”
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“So I’m supposed to raise a retarded child because you feel guilty
about something you did when you were fifteen years old?” Part of me
hopes he hauls off and slaps me across the face.
Being Ben, of course, he doesn’t. He flings himself out of the vinyl
recliner, which rockets backward and crashes into the cinderblock
wall. “It’s not like you’ve gotta raise her by yourself! Jeez, Andy, I can’t
believe you’re being so selfish!”
“Selfish? I just want to give the baby to somebody who actually
wants it!”
“I want her!” Ben’s face contorts on unshed tears. With his palms
flat against each other before him, he looks like he’s praying to me.
“Andy, she’s our child. A piece of you, a piece of me.”
“This baby will destroy our marriage.”
“You’re destroying our marriage!” Ben grabs his coat and throws it
over his shoulders.
“Where are you going?” I demand, hating the note of hysteria in my
voice.
“I guess I’m going home to try to explain to our two year old why
his mother doesn’t want his baby sister!” And without a backward
look, he stalks out of the room.
“Ben!” I lurch instinctively after him; my incision howls in protest,
and I fall back against the bed, willing him to return. But the doorway
remains empty. Dread clamps skeletal fingers around my heart. How
can a marriage survive a blow like this? I can’t lose him. But I can’t
keep this baby. I just can’t!
If only I could talk to my mother. Somehow, my mother always
managed to make sense out of the worst moments of my life. But all
that’s left of Mom now is an urn full of ashes in a cemetery a hundred
miles away. I will never hear her voice again.
As dreary winter gray fades to city night outside the window, I sit in
the darkening room alone. There are no flowers, no bright balloons to
warm the stark, alien chill. No Ben.
I can’t imagine life without Ben. In high school they called him
“Dragonslayer,” after his gaming character. He gave it up years ago,
but it’s a standing joke between us. Every morning on the way out the
door, he promises to stop for dragon steaks on the way home.
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Come to think of it, it’s been quite a while since I heard those
words. Maybe not since J.J. was four months old and I told Ben I’d
rather he skip the steaks and just change a diaper or two.
Oh God, what have I done?
The knock is so soft that at first, I assume it’s for the room next
door. But then a craggy face peeks through the crack. “Andy?”
I recognize one of the men who volunteers with us at the food bank.
“Ralph,” I say. “What are you...?” And then it clicks—a young woman
with almond-shaped eyes and a placid expression, sitting beside this
man in the front pew every Sunday morning.
Ralph’s daughter has Down syndrome.
“Sorry I’m so late,” he says in his slow, measured drawl. “I meant to
come yesterday, but I couldn’t get away in time.” The corners of his
eyes crinkle. “Maggie wanted my help plantin’ flowers, an’ you know I
can’t tell her no for nothing. But I figured you might need to talk.”
My mouth opens and closes. The idea of having someone to talk to
who has already walked this road is electrifying...and terrifying. How
can I tell this man, who radiates love for his daughter, that I want to
give mine away?
Ralph shuffles to my side and clasps my clammy hand between his
warm, calloused palms. And suddenly the words begin to pour out of
me. Anger, revulsion, fear and shame gush from my mouth in great,
slimy glops—all the things I haven’t been able to admit to Ben. Ralph
sinks into the nearest chair, but he doesn’t release my hand. I cling to
it like a life preserver.
My throat is raw by the time I finally purge myself. Ralph has not
spoken a word for half an hour. Now, he nods slowly. “It’s okay, Andy.
There’s nothin’ wrong with feeling like this. God an’ me, we had one
hell of an argument when Maggie was born. But he was right. Just
took some time to realize. Your little girl, she’ll be the love o’ your life,
if you let her. The good Lord knows what he’s about, even if it don’t
look like it right now.”
I swallow. “You promise?” I whisper.
Ralph smiles.”Absolutely.” He pats my hand and rises. At the door,
he pauses to look back. “Just you hold tight to Ben, darlin’. You hear
me? Just you hold tight, an’ it’ll be all right.”
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It’s far too simple, but somehow, on the lips of a man who has stood
in my shoes, the words don’t sound like platitudes. Or maybe I’m just
too exhausted to care anymore.
Ralph closes the door behind him. Silence returns to the room,
broken only by the monotonous hum of the clock on the wall. The
second hand sweeps deliberate circles, but the minute hand seems
stuck at twenty-six past the hour.
My brain is stuck, too. It whispers over and over that maybe Ben
is right, and I’m being selfish. That like it or not, this is the hand I’ve
been dealt, and how I react to it is my own choice. I think of the social
worker coming tomorrow morning to talk about adoption. Of Ben,
at home with J.J., who has spent the last three weeks bouncing off the
walls, waiting to meet the baby in Mommy’s tummy.
My fingers begin to shake. I close my eyes to block out the frozen
clock, but the hum remains. My picture-perfect life lies shattered
around me; with every breath, little shards of my dreams burrow
deeper into my soul. Voices tackle each other inside my head, doctors,
nurses, web sites, repeating heart surgery, therapy, mild to moderate
retardation.
A piece of you. A piece of me.
Pixel by pixel, a picture emerges from the chaos. A new picture,
bleak compared to its predecessor, foreign, yet oddly familiar. And in
the broken image, I recognize the enormity of the choice before me. If
I hold out for the perfect baby, I may well lose my husband.
The door opens. “Nursery,” calls a cheerful voice, and the Plexiglas
tub clatters over the threshold on metal wheels. “I’m your nursery
nurse tonight,” says the plump woman. “What’s the baby’s name?” She
peers at the card and grins broadly. “Oh!” she says, and winks. “Having trouble deciding, are we?”
Trouble? Hardly. We’ve had a name picked for six months. But that
name belongs to my perfect baby. And this baby is not her.
Is it?
The postpartum nurse hisses from the doorway, and my visitor
excuses herself. Poor woman. No one thought to tell her she was stuck
with a crazy lady who doesn’t want her own child. As the nurses confer, I lean over the bed rail and peer into the crib, trying to see what18

ever it is about this child that holds Ben in thrall. It strikes me that in
the gloom, the baby looks a lot like J.J. did when he was a newborn.
Just hold tight to Ben.
The nurse scurries back into the room and tugs the crib away from
me. “I’m so sorry,” she says as she backs toward the door. “No one
told me you, um...well, anyway...um...the social worker will be here
first thing tomorrow morning. We’ll just keep the baby in the nursery
until...”
“Wait.” Somehow, I’m struggling to my feet and reaching for the
cart. “Leave it. I’ll hold it. Her.”
For Ben, I tell myself. Only for Ben. And just for half an hour.
We settle into a pillow-stuffed chair next to the window. The sounds
of celebration up and down the hall have begun to subside, though an
occasional burst of joy still sparkles through the vents.
I look down. One tiny hand, palm open, peeks from the bundle of
blankets. The baby’s cheeks are bright and rosy, and a tuft of dark hair
swoops from the crown of her head. I had forgotten how soft newborn
hair is. She has the same button nose as J.J.—the spitting image of my
grandpa’s. J.J. won’t let me touch his nose anymore. I place a finger on
the firm little curve, and the baby lunges toward my hand.
The instinct is too powerful to ignore. I open the gown. Once again,
she latches on with a grip that astonishes me.
I miss nursing. For just a moment, I allow myself to ride the waves
of prolactin to a different place—slightly fuzzy, a place of tranquility
and safety, where time has no meaning.
At last the baby draws a deep, shuddering breath and settles onto the
pillow with a contented sigh. I feel pleasantly sleepy. I rest my head on
the vinyl chair back and close my eyes, relaxing into the baby’s quick
breaths.
The next moment, I wake with a jolt as an unfamiliar nurse lifts the
baby out of my arms and turns away. Instinctively I lurch after her, my
heart pounding.
“You can’t sleep holding the baby,” she scolds. “You might drop her.”
For Heaven’s sake, there are a dozen pillows holding us in place.
“I’m not gonna drop her,” I say defensively. The pronoun tastes odd
on my tongue, like the unexpected sweetness of water after too much
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popcorn. Odd, but not unpleasant.
“You can’t sleep with the baby.” The nurse is firm. “It’s strictly
against hospital policy.”
I clamp my mouth shut on a retort. What do I care, anyway?
The nurse fusses over the crib for a moment, then turns. “She looks
a little jaundiced. I need to take her down to the nursery and check
her bilirubin.” As she pulls the metal cart out of the room, I struggle
to my feet, scattering pillows haphazardly, and make my slow and
painful way back to bed.
An overpowering emptiness settles upon the room. The last time
I was here, every surface was covered with cards, flowers, balloons,
clothes. J.J. stayed with me in the room. And Ben. This time, we’ve
had barely a phone call. Maybe people just don’t know what to say,
but the silence is stifling. My arms feel cold. Empty.
Tears pool in the deep caverns below my eyes and spill over. I cry
and cry and cry. Evening comes, and morning follows, the third day.
It is 7:25 a.m. and my tears are spent. In the wake of the storm, a
watchful stillness wraps around me. The voices in my head have gone
quiet, and I feel unexpectedly peaceful. Suspended between yesterday
and tomorrow, I float above the pain. I wait.
The phone doesn’t ring. The door doesn’t open. My solitude is
unbroken. My eyes flicker to the laptop on the bedside table. I haven’t
checked email in three days. It’s probably stacked to the dusty corners
of the e-universe by now.
Except it isn’t. My inbox contains only six messages. Stiffly-worded
congratulations, pathetic attempts to empathize. Every one contains
an offer to pass our names to so-and-so who has a child/brother/cousin/niece/acquaintance with Down syndrome.
Everyone but the last, that is. Of course the church busybody has to
weigh in. I groan, and sighing, double click.
The hot pink script assaults me:
Andy, we’re praying for your baby. We know that there is no Downs
Syndrome in Heaven. Jesus tells us, “Ask and it will be given unto
you.” If you believe, He will heal her. He can make her into the person
He always intended her to be.
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The message has been cc’d to our entire congregation.
For a long moment, I’m aware of nothing but my body—the roaring in my ears, the pressure crushing my skull, the dull heaviness in
my limbs. Then a volcano erupts in the center of my chest, sending
torrents of adrenalin gushing through my veins. For the first time in
three days, the room does not feel cold. Who does she think she is,
informing God what, and who, He’ll accept in Heaven? Who does she
think stuck the 21st chromosomes together? If God was to “heal” my
baby, she wouldn’t be “the person He always intended her to be,” she’d
be a different person altogether!
The door clicks and dive-bombs the opposite wall, and a 36-inch
bundle of well-wrapped love screams, “Mommy!”
“J.J.!” My hands are trembling. I lean down, anxious to draw him
into my arms, to protect him from the ugliness I have just witnessed-the ugliness of bigotry masquerading as faith.
“J.J., climb up on the chair. Mommy can’t pick you up.” Ben pushes
the Plexiglas crib into the room one handed. In the other he holds a
mammoth arrangement of roses, stargazers, snapdragons and delphiniums. My throat constricts at the sight of his drawn face and tousled
hair. He has carried the weight of my grief as well as his own, these last
three days. He probably didn’t sleep any better than I did last night,
and the fact that he thought to bring color and brightness to my Spartan room, after the way we parted yesterday, releases the flood again.
He halts in his tracks when he sees my expression. His eyes flicker
toward the garish pink words gleaming on the screen, and his face goes
white.
“Oh, no!” he explodes. “Don’t read that!” Leaving the crib, he rushes
forward and clutches my hand; the vase nearly topples as it clatters to
the table. “Andy, she’s crazy, you know that, don’t pay any attention to
her...”
There is a knock on the door.
“Good morning,” says a strawberry blond wearing a “Kiss me—I’m
Irish” button and a perky smile. “I’m Chrissy. I’m a social worker with
the hospital.” She pauses, her gaze darting from me, to Ben, to J.J.
The crib sits just beyond my reach, as if poised for flight. My hand
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twitches toward it.
“I’m sorry,” says the social worker. “Am I interrupting something?”
The awkward moment expands in silence. Then J.J. grins broadly
and points to the crib. “Das my baby sisser!”
Ben chokes back a sob. The edge of his ring digs into my hand.
With the hateful words still blinking in my peripheral vision, I sit up
straight. Righteous fury is enough to carry me over this first hurdle.
Beyond that...well, we’ll just have to take it one day at a time. Together.
With my free hand, I draw the crib close and place a hand on the
baby’s fragile heart. “That’s right,” I say. “This is our daughter. Her
name is Jade.”

Seen From a Footbridge Over
the Huron River
Bob Brill
Aerial ballet
choreographed by invisible insects
chased by swallows
over the rushing river.
I want to trade my teeming brain
for a pair of swallow’s wings.
No one to broker the trade,
so I settle for second best
and fashion the brain I have
into a poet’s wand
that captures the living world
in a collecting jar.
Blue wings orange bellies
flashing past my eyes
over the bridge
under the bridge
all around the river
wild curving swallow flight
flattened to a string of words
on a sheet of paper.
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Rising Sun Overture
Allison Thorpe
In the morning garden,
chords of pea vines
strum their plumpness
along the trellis.

The new sun
slaps my face
stinging
my eyes.
I stand and look
down at the peas,
watch water drip
from their shells.

I weed, replace mulch,
untangle stems,
think it is time
to wake the scarecrow.
On my knees, I see
through the fence squares:
grey stone house, weathered barn,
leaning red tool shed,
vivid snapshots and you
nowhere in them.
When you’re gone
there is a vacancy
the wind cannot
honestly explain.
It tricks me
with sighing tree limbs,
plays joyfully
with the empty hammock,
slams the creaking
screen door at random.
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Insomnia

Nothing

Jon Wesick

Pamela Hill

The neighbors are having a cocktail party in my bedroom.
I wasn’t invited. I pull a blanket over my ears
but a 6.5 earthquake of anxiety bounces me out of bed.
Like a condemned man I watch the alarm clock.
Another workday with dryer lint under its eyelids.
Outside the big old moon hangs like an Ambien
0.1 lumens and 30 minutes of arc
but you can’t talk about the moon in a poem anymore.
I read a mystery by Borges and Jayson Blair
or was it Linda Blair? If I stop
will the characters live forever? And what
does this have to do with the dancing eyeglasses anyway?
Infomercials and pledge drives, Raymond Chandler cartoons,
TV aliens talking like 1940s tough guys
(finite speed of light don’t you know)
and the president saying freedom’s a zero-sum game.
To grant Iraqis theirs we have to give up ours.
He wants to spread freedom to North Korea, too.
I want an asbestos on rye.
Meditation doesn’t help.
My bronze Buddha whistles and snores,
mumbles in his sleep.
I lean closer to hear.
“Everything’s impermanent,” he says,
“but denial lasts forever.”
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Sleek, grey smoke rises from the cigarette between Norma’s fingers
as a calico purrs against her. She reclines in a paisley chaise lounge
next to the window, loosens her hair from clips, and sips merlot that
flows from crystal. Looking out a window at fireflies flashing through
trees under a crescent moon, she remembers fire glinting on a dune
and the Woodstock guy from the past when he and she had nada to
lose. He said he went to Woodstock, said he was a believer—in free
love. She smiles a little. She remembers a Provincetown concert near
the ocean when Woodstock guy’s hair drifted in the breeze. They
kept each other warm when rock bands rocked and wine flowed from
plastic.
She misplaced Woodstock guy’s name when her jeans turned to
suits, dunes to desk, plastic to crystal. She wanders to the kitchen
pantry and fumbles through stacks of china and gourmet serving
dishes until she finds a plastic cup, and with her unsteady hand
dumps merlot from crystal to plastic.
Next morning she watches a sparrow from her office window dance
on a branch covered with detritivore growth. The breeze spins a brittle
leaf clinging to a spider’s silk strand. She and the sparrow have a secret
camaraderie as Joplin’s voice echoes from long ago, “nothing don’t
mean nothing honey if it ain’t free,” and the dead leaf spins to chords
only she can hear.
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Problem-Solvers

She Dreams in Furs

Pamela Hill

Austin Eichelberger

“There’s a person among us,” I say to my colleagues gathered in the
office kitchen. Everyone keeps moving, making coffee, pulling sandwiches from plastic baggies. “There’s a person among us,” I say again.
The clock on the kitchen wall whistles like a teapot. Lunch is over,
and my colleagues march single file toward cubicles to resume solving
problems.
I remember when I was a person; I was on the phone with a client
who lost employment as a chief financial officer. He spoke about
bankruptcy, lost his home. Said he didn’t want to live. His resolution
made me lose my breath, and my head blew up. I was ordered by upper management to clear my desk and get myself together. I scooped
up the mess and shoved empathy in my stomach. Now, I’m gutsy. I
won’t lose my mind.
I’m reading through a blood-red portfolio and munching edamame
at my desk. A seasoned colleague greets me and leans against the cubicle partition. “There’s a person among us,” she says. I nod and glance
up at her. Her empathy’s been stored in her stomach for a few years.
She points at him, the new problem-solver. “He’ll learn,” she says. “I
think he’s about to join us.”
We hear an explosion and turn to see the new problem-solver’s
head blow up. I want to say, put your empathy in your stomach so
next time you won’t lose your mind, but I don’t. He’ll have to figure
it out. He’s having a mental temper tantrum fit for the floor, intensity
similar to an athlete’s workout. Eventually, he’ll push past exhaustion,
ignore discomfort to oblivion, and achieve an out of body experience.
He’ll shove empathy in his stomach, and like the rest of us, acknowledge he once was a person.
New problem-solvers always make a mess.
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At sunrise, after locking her front door behind her and leaning on
the stucco wall to push her shoes to the carpeted floor—mind buzzing, running on autopilot from a full overnight shift at Smiley’s—she
walks to the thermostat, turns it all the way down to 50°, and goes
to the fridge to make a sandwich before bed. Crumbs kept carefully
on a paper towel she wads and sets on the nightstand, she wraps her
comforter around and around herself like a ruffled cocoon, nestles
her head into the softness and dreams herself draped in rich furs—
fine rabbit against her cheek, classic coats of red fox and gray mink,
a vintage chinchilla stole like cloaking oneself in a bit of fine mist
or wearing an accent of cumulus—dreams herself striding languidly
down crowded streets in cities like Venice or Marseille—and she is
distinguished, luminous, almost appearing to float above the sidewalk
as people step out of her way. She passes one of the men who tries to
sneak touches at Smiley’s or pull bills from her skimpy outfit—she
watches the delicious regret in his expression as he recognizes her,
realization of his misjudgments blossoming in his mind, reflecting
in his face as he casts his eyes to the ground. She collects those moments like small, shining stones, tucking them away for the times at
work when she has to remind herself that she’s broke, and “Any job is
better than none,” times when she will pull those little jewels out to
revel—just for a moment between songs, under the soft pulse of the
club’s lights—in the soft protection of silken furs, the worlds within
her that others cannot see, the luxurious splendor of getting what she
deserves.
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My Biggest Regrets

All My Mother’s Anger

Austin Eichelberger

Sarah B. Chaney

When Sprinkles, my mom’s cat, got hit by a car after I accidentally
let her out; that I didn’t fuck that French guy at the bar on my 25th
birthday; drinking in front of my sister during Lent; whatever the
hell led me to pierce my belly button; the fact that I only ever fucked
James so I could get a hold of the authentic, signed-with-a-Sharpie
AC/DC shirt he basically never wore because he loved it so much;
how I’ve never actually been honest at confession because of what
the priest would think of me; eating only Ramen noodles for a week
on a dare; telling my sister I hated her after having too many car
bombs at her birthday party; making it to second base with Stephanie
Stevens—sort of; the time I hooked up with my roommate Dana’s
boyfriend, while she was passed out at a St. Paddy’s Day party; that I
didn’t throw my drink on the guy who called me a whore at the bar—
that I laughed it off, cried later; how far I went to convince Dana
he was the wrong guy for her; when I told James I had no idea what
happened to the AC/DC shirt he said belonged to his dad; faking
a miscarriage to get Dana’s ex off my back; the fact that I really will
deny all of it if you tell anyone.
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When I was young,
dinner was late; dinner was dry.
At 5:00, at 6:00, at 7:00,
I heard my mother stepping,
rattling, sighing,
over the chatter of the television
and turned up the volume.
When dinner arrived,
we were never without
cloth napkins stuffed in silver filigree.
My mom turned pink under fluorescent lights,
while dad poured salt on kindling cutlets.
I ate a baked potato without toppings
and worried the corner of my ironed placemat.
These days, I use a paring knife
To smear raw garlic on coleslaw
And bacon bits on pancakes.
I take risks you can’t imagine with bacteria.
I break the china, just to taste its flavor.
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Souvenir
Alex Austin
When Jake was eight years old, his father took his brother and
him to a salvage yard. They hoped to find a driver’s side mirror for
the family’s Buick, which had been hit by a watermelon on mischief
night.
At the yard’s entrance, big, angry German shepherds stalked pens
on either side of the gate, their saliva dripping down the chain link.
Father and sons passed by towering pallets of radios and carburetors,
a wall of hubcaps like a thousand-eyed monster, a fearsome mountain of slick black tires. Holding the broken mirror extended from
his body like a flashlight, his father smoked his pipe as they walked
along. The scent of his cherry tobacco, which usually smelled of
safety, was lost among the iron oxides and oil-soaked ground. Over
rapid bursts of compressed air, a worker directed Jake’s father to the
mirrors, where they spent an hour finding one that matched. On the
way back, Jake passed a shelf of gear shift knobs, beautiful chrome
ones that ballooned his lips and nose. As his father waited in line
to purchase the mirror, Jake ran his hands over the knobs, picking
them up and setting them down until he dropped one in his pocket,
where it felt twice as heavy as in his hand. He waited with his brother,
watching a worker dismantle a transmission, taking off a plate and
exposing the oily gears inside. As Jake stood there, a voice told him to
empty his pocket.
He was an older man with a gray beard, smudged glasses and fierce
eyes.
Jake stared blankly, pretending not to understand. The man grunted, jerked his head back, reached into Jake’s pocket and yanked out
Jake’s clenched hand, the ball not even half hidden. The man peeled
back Jake’s fingers and took the knob. With his free hand, he smacked
Jake hard across the cheek. Jake swung sideways from the blow, and
his brother, watching, yelped. The man set the knob back on the shelf
and walked away.
“Come on, baby,” said the worker to the transmission, wriggling
the topmost gear, his fingers slicked with the green fluid, his forearm
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pulsing like a frog’s throat.
“You okay?” asked Jake’s brother.
The heat spread from Jake’s cheek to his ear and the back of his
neck, the hand’s weight still upon him.
“You should tell dad.”
“Shut up,” Jake said as the worker with a grunt yanked out the gear.
The worker held his hand palm up, relaxed his fingers and lifted the
part toward his mouth as if he might consume it.
Metal screamed. The hard face of the employee or mere moral enforcer settled in.
As they exited the junkyard, Jake walked on his father’s right side,
keeping his right cheek from his father’s vision. He walked farther
away than he usually did, he did not want to brush against his father’s
body or to smell his father’s smoke. As Jake passed the shepherds’ cage,
he rapped his knuckles on the fencing, but still kept his distance from
his father.
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All By Myself
Joseph Zanaboni
I feel him behind me, and suddenly it is happening again.
His brillo-arms wrap around my crammed backpack and constrict
around my torso. His helmet bangs against the back of my head.
“Get off me!” I rasp. No one hears. His rough costume pushes
up against my backside. I stumble forward, but he keeps me on my
feet. Tears burn my eyes. I try to spin out, but he has me wrapped
too tight. His fat brown fingers search for my navel. 50 Cent blasts,
merciless, from the Klipsch speakers. Student Council has set them
up right outside their office, across from my locker. Rivalry game
tonight. Gotta get everyone psyched.
The narrow hall is wadded in noise and the bodies of my classmates. Some lingering and party-boying with the blue-painted Student Council reps, some pushing toward the door, the weekend.
Ten minutes before, it was empty.
But now, solid, packed tight. A cigar.
Inescapable.
I slap his left hand as hard as I can. He finally lets go, probably
more from pity than whatever pain I inflict. I want to run, but one
glance toward the exit and I know I am stuck. I cannot even see the
door. A hundred or so teenage boys blot it out. I want to scream
something, to yell out, but my voice is drowned by the speakers before it even gets to my lips.
I’ll bet he’s laughing his ass off.
***

The summer before I start St. Pharell, I discover masturbation. My
first time is in late July. I lay on top of my comforter in my sweaty
top-floor bedroom and think about a quasi-famous actress and use
my right hand to fondle myself outside my Adidas running shorts. I
am surprised by the ending.
At a soccer camp I go to later that night, I am buoyed through the
grueling two milers and nauseating wind sprints by the pleasurable
assurance that I can basically have that amazing sensation anytime I
want. All I need is myself.
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Later in the week, I print off as many photos of Eva Longoria in lingerie and bikinis as the Google search engine can pop up. I take them
out of the shoebox beneath my bed at least once a day to get me going
for the one thing I really look forward to.
In August, I go to JV soccer tryouts and am cut unceremoniously.
In the car, while we wait for my brother to limp over from the varsity
side, Mom wrings her hands and asks if I am alright. I mumble that
I’m fine, that I didn’t really want to play anyway. Summer burns itself
into fall, and with it comes the start of my high school life.
Actually starting at St. Pharell is the end of a long crawl. The school
has been on my horizon since about fifth grade, and it has had me
aching since about sixth. It is the reputation. Jesuit run and two hundred years old, St. Pharell is its own myth. It’s certainly the best high
school in the city, and one of the best in the Midwest. It dedicates its
existence to producing intellectually voracious young men. The school
paper bursts with the initiatives and triumphs of enough talented singers, athletes, thespians, and eggheads to fill fifteen pages with headlines
like “Cross-Country Squad Dominates Invitational,” and “Watts Joins
Hersey, Ferguson, Scores 36.” The school produces a dozen national
merit scholars a year, and anyone who puts up less than a 30 on the
ACT finds himself in the bottom half of his class. St. Pharell boys go
on to top flight colleges like Notre Dame, Duke, Northwestern, Yale,
Princeton, or even Harvard. They become doctors, lawyers, state politicians, executives, and they give back to their alma mater enormously.
The mythos insures that you stay with the place long after you have
moved on to bigger and better things.
Walking in my first day, I’m carrying more than just a backpack and
a wire shelf for my locker. My Uncle Dave and older brother Dom
have told me horror stories about the piles of homework and demanding teachers. I start to think of going to St. Pharell as going into a war,
one I am not sure I will make it out of. I walk to my locker to get my
books and feel like I am about to jump from some damned plane right
into hostile territory.
In the beginning, I am not all by myself. I have a few buddies from
grade school and a couple of scattered family friends and friends of
friends who will make the jump with me. These guys do it better than
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I do. Or at least that is how I see it. A new classmate named Jesse
invites my grade school friend, Forrest, to chill out at his house after
school. Suddenly, I resent Forrest. I fume over his small social success.
He’s so annoying, I tell myself. Why would anyone invite him to hang
out?
I barely talk to anyone in school, let alone receive any invitations to
do so outside of it. I become worried. Weeks pass and, in homeroom,
my new classmates, perfect strangers to each other a short while before, start to help each other with Latin homework and make plans to
meet up in the caf or the rec room during activity period. I sit alone at
my desk, silently reading and re-reading the scrolling announcements
until the buzzer sounds over the PA and I have to go to biology, where
I sit silently and copy down everything Mr. Duggan says until the
buzzer comes over the PA again. Breaks, I go to the basement computer lab and sit as far as I can from the greasy-haired, pimple-studded
nerds discussing Star Wars, and play table tennis on miniclip.com. I
almost never play computer games at home.
That first semester, we hear endless speeches about how St. Pharrell
is a great big family and how it is all of our responsibility to make
sure that no one ever feels left out. I participate in the big class unity
events like Freshman Fun Day and the Running of the Bulls, in which
the entire class paints itself blue and storms into the football stadium
against St. Matthew. I am there for those things, but I do not really
feel like I am a part of them. Strangers paint my body at the Running.
I try to stand by Pat from homeroom at the game, but he’s talking to
two guys I doubt I would recognize even if they were not smeared in
dark blue paint. I start to think that it is better not to get too wrapped
up in this whole high school thing. It is really a pretty insignificant
part of your life. No matter how much fun you have, it is still over in
four years.
With each passing day, the idea that I am a soldier fighting a blazing, glorious battle fades. More and more, I simply feel like an interloper. I become woefully unsure of myself. When Mr. Duggan incorrectly marks one of my quizzes, it takes me an entire day and night
to work up the courage to go to his office and meekly ask if he will
correct the mistakes.
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In some ways, I guess I am right to be anxious. Teachers at St.
Pharell don’t baby you. Most of the teachers are kind and enjoyable
in class. They have their quirks and their charms, but they’re there
to work you. They want excellence, and they forge it. Sometimes,
though, they can be downright dirty. Sophomore year, I remember,
there was a big ice storm. It coated the streets and rattled the windows
of our classrooms. Most other schools got off at noon due to poor road
conditions. We were told we would stay until two. I was worried about
the drive home. My classmates and I buzzed about the decision in
chemistry. Our teacher mocked us.
“What? Do you want us to call your mommies to have them come
pick you up? Stop complaining,” our diminutive, sweater-vested teacher cut.
Later, my brother loses control on an icy stretch and his Sentra slams
into a big SUV. I am in the front seat. We are both alright, but the car
is crunched. I wish my mommy had come to pick us up.
But that did not happen for a year. That first semester, other than
the few times the school mascot accosts me, I do not have any run-ins.
It’s more a perpetual feeling of low-level harassment. Endless assignments and strange faces that never speak to me pour into my loneliness like hose water into a dirty kiddy pool. I keep my head down and
do my work. Academics are my only focus. I do not really buy the
spiel that Father Hanlon gave us about developing our whole person
and throwing ourselves into community service projects and chorus
and going to the mixers we host with girls’ schools. You do not get
grades on any of that stuff.
On the stuff you do get graded on, I do extremely well. But I know
that I am not as bulletproof as my letter grades make me out to be.
Algebra hurts. Analytical essays are a thorn. I struggle. Soon I become
obsessed with being perfect. 94% on a vocabulary test is unacceptable.
It is 100% or failure. I start spending thirty-five or forty hours a week
strictly on homework. Even something as simple as making flashcards
for Spanish becomes a long, painstaking process. Each card has to be
perfect, without any cross outs or stray blemishes. Even heavy eraser
marks send a card to the trash bin. I will make it again.
Each day after classes, I go directly home. Ragged and worried, I
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ignore my sisters and Mom asking about my day, and lug my heavy
book bag straight up to my bedroom. There, I shut the door tightly
and sit down at my desk to get to work. I do not plan to masturbate
right when I get up there. I am too concerned with starting my assignments. My body is usually tight, constricted, my head hot and dense.
By four, I am pounding my fist over 2x / (x + 11) 2 = 764. I start to
play with myself a bit and then try to do a few more problems. But
now I am distracted. I fondle a bit more, and finally I give in and go
to the shoebox to find Eva. I carefully unfold her photos on my bed
and feel the tickle that just looking at them sends from my balls to my
belly button. Slowly, I undress, relieved, relishing myself.
By late September, I am blocking off large portions of the afternoon
just to masturbate. Even here, though, with everything so controlled,
fear begins to creep in. Some sessions, I will go three or four times. I
do not really understand the concept of a refractory period, and I often get nervous when I cannot get stiff right after I ejaculate. I lie there
until I can get hard again, listening to myself breathe. Masturbating
that many times in a row is unpleasant. Usually, after the second consecutive time, it is more work than pleasure.
I score the highest in the class on every test. I imagine I am very
close to being number one in our year. At the end of the first quarter,
I’ve gotten five A-pluses and two A’s. But this fails to cool me down. In
fact, it only cranks up the temperature. Now I am afraid of tumbling
from my peak. I vow to work harder than ever. But, even as I do, I
know my success is coming at quite a cost.
I spend a lot of that first semester at St. Pharell in tears. I never cry
in the actual building itself, but each night, in my room, after I have
masturbated and the world has fallen dark, as I struggle to perfect my
last notecard or finally sculpt an acceptable opening sentence, I inevitably slam my books on the ground in my bedroom. I whimper and
snot. Sometimes I swing a baseball bat out of frustration; once, I put a
hole in my wall. When the tempest passes, I go looking for pity on the
living room couch. There I slouch near Mom and complain about how
awful St. Pharell is. The nine o’clock news plays on T.V.
“Worthless,” I say, my face still slightly puffy from the tantrum I
threw earlier. “Worthless work! And the kids, God, there are so many
jerks— “
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“Stop,” Mom cuts me off. Her sympathetic voice sparks with an
angry ember. I have been complaining for almost half an hour.
“What am I supposed to stop doing?” I plead innocently. “I’m just
telling the truth.”
She shakes her head. Disappointment is setting in.
“You have got to get yourself under control,” is all she can answer.
Soon, I have my first real meeting with my guidance counselor, Mrs.
Mickelson. It is a standard conference. How are classes going? Are you
keeping up with your homework? Mom comes and wears lipstick. She
makes cheesy jokes and keeps it positive.
“Joey’s always done well in school,” Mom volunteers when Mrs.
Mickelson comments on my stellar mid-term report card. I keep my
answers terse. I just want to be done with it. But I do mention toward
the end that I am concerned I might be spending too much time on
homework. When Mrs. Mickelson asks how much I do, though, I
undersell it and tell her I’m working three or four hours a night. She
is not phased. She recommends that I fix a set amount of time to do
each assignment and use an egg timer to make sure I stick to it. Mom
thinks this is a great idea. I think it is about as stupid as the jokes that
she has been telling.
“Is there anything else you want to talk about, Joey?” Mrs. Mickelson asks as we stand to leave. I look at her sympathetic face and then
glance at my mom. I know this is my last chance, but all I can do is
shake my head and say, “Nope, nothing I can think of,” and then go
off to my next class.
A few nights later on the couch, as the coiffed anchors wish us goodbye and the nine o’clock news becomes the ten o’clock Seinfeld re-run,
I start complaining about how impossibly terrible it is spending two
hours outlining half a history chapter.
“That’s my life... doing this stupid crap,” I pout angrily.
She asks if I am using the egg timer method.
“An egg timer’s not going to help,” I shoot back. She had set one for
me the afternoon of the meeting with Mrs. Mickelson, but I started
ignoring it the third time it went off.
She thinks an egg timer will solve all my problems.
Jerry is in front of the brick wall, talking about people giving up on
suicide.
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“Why don’t they just keep trying? Has anything changed? Is their
life any better? No, in fact, it’s worse ‘cause now they’ve found out:
here’s one more thing you stink at,” he jokes.
A motherfucking egg timer.
I stare at Jerry, and Mom stares at me. I can see her out of the corner
of my eye. Silently, she watches me and I want to cry again, but I hold
the back the tears. The tension outlasts Mom wishing me good night
and climbing the stairs to her room.
It is the end of the day, and I am all by myself.
***
The first time it happens is like both the other times. I am in the
jammed hall, filling my backpack with almost every book I have. The
speakers pound rap music. It is Friday, and there is a football game at
seven. Members of Student Council, who will serve as the cheer squad
tonight, have already smeared paint all over their torsos and faces.
Shirtless, or clad in goofy costumes, they dance outside their office.
I am ready to leave for the weekend. It is an away game tonight, and
I doubt I will go to it. I want to relax and watch a movie in my basement while lying on the futon. I want to relish the one night that I can
forget about all the others.
The Bull appears in the doorway of the Student Council office. He
is a bit rotund, with a big bulbous head, narrow black eyes, and jutting
horns. He has been sick—or so the Student Council tells us. Throughout the year, at pep rallies and in trailers played over the closed circuit
T.V. system, they do their best to convince us that The Bull is desperately ill and that only all of us coming to games and cheering our asses
off can get him back on his feet. He has been “in the hospital” for the
first few weeks of the season. He remerged last week at the big game
against St. Matthew, storming leading us all in The Stomp, a rumbling
cheer in which he authoritatively hooves the ground as if the whole
section will fall from the quake. Now he is pumping his arms in the
air to 50 Cent while rubbing himself playfully against passers-by. We
gay act at St. Pharell a lot. Or at least seniors do. It is funny to slap a
classmate on the ass or dance with him in the hall. I’ve wondered since
graduation whether these sarcastic, faux-homosexual displays made it
more uncomfortable for peers in the closet.
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But right now, I have forgotten my Spanish workbook in my locker.
I kneel down to undo the lock I just clicked shut. The loud music
irritates me, and I become frustrated with myself for having to get this
thing. I know that I do not really need it, that the assignment could
and probably should wait until Monday, but here I am on the ground,
trying to jiggle open my sticking lock. Anxiously, I think of my brother in the parking lot, probably checking his watch, wondering where I
am.
C’mon... C’mon.
The locker is a mess. I can barely find things in there when I am
at my most patient. I turn my head out of frustration and give a low
growling sigh. I think of slamming the locker shut, and I remember
swinging the baseball bat and putting a hole in the wall. I hold myself
back. That’s when The Bull spots me. He is dancing creepily a little
way down the hall. There seems to be a flicker of delight in his permanent leer when he sees me. He comes over and starts party-boying,
rubbing against me while pumping his hands in the air. I ignore him
and keep digging through the loose papers and books and trash in my
locker. His brillo suit starts to rub up against my side. Some Student
Council guys see what is happening and laugh.
I shut my locker. The Bull shoves me a little with his pelvis. I try to
keep a good humor about what is happening, but I feel like I am going
to pop. I try to walk away. The Bull grabs me and wraps me up with
his brown, rough arms. I am not going anywhere. He starts fingering
my abdomen.
“Goddamit! Get the fuck off me!” I manage, but he doesn’t let go.
He just keeps rubbing against me and tickling me, and the music
blasts in the asphyxiated hallway and people pass and I struggle. When
it finally ends I go home and my hands shake and my breath goes
short when I remember it. The fingering is not as bad as the impotence. It scares me so terribly that I am able to do nothing but take it
while some guy uses me to make his friends laugh. I tell no one and
resolve to slip out of the building as quickly as possible next Friday to
avoid him.
But I fail. Friday comes and his mascot perma-face recognizes me
and again he grabs me and again all I can do is look around desperate41

ly at all the people passing me by.
And then it’s the next Friday and there I am again and I have just
slapped his hand and he has let go of me. I turn to fight my way
through the crowd. The Bull waggles his fingers and dances over. I
swing my backpack at him. My momentum nearly topples me. He
reaches his arms out to envelope me but I slip through. Desperate
now, I elbow through the crowd. Somehow I push my way through
and run all the way to the parking lot. There my brother, who is
driving us home in the Sentra that will be wrecked next year in the ice
storm, asks why I am out of breath. I tell him I just felt like running
down. I get in the front seat.
As we turn onto Chippewa, the fear leaves me, and the loathing
seeps in. How can I be so weak? How can I not even muster a scream
while this guy molests me? I blink rapidly.
“Everything ok at school today?” Mom asks when we get home.
“Fine, fine,” I say and set my backpack down by the door. Outwardly, I am calm. But what I am right now is rung— a heavy church bell
settling after a vicious clanging.
“Much homework this weekend?” Mom is at the stove making stir
fry for dinner.
“Uh, not too much,” I say.
There is a slight pause. The vegetables sizzle and crack in the pan.
Then, without thinking, just because it feels right, I blurt, “I think
I’m going to be able to get it under control. I mean the homework and
all. Not just this weekend, but you know, just, er, overall. I’m, um, not
going to let school ruin my life.” My tone is sheepish, even apologetic.
“Good,” Mom says without looking up from the stir fry. The flatness
of her voice tells me that she does not believe my lie. But I am not
telling it to her. I am telling it to myself.
I take my backpack and go upstairs. In my bedroom, I automatically undress, just like I do every Friday afternoon. I go under my bed
and extract the shoebox full of porn. I rifle through my pictures of
Eva until I find my favorite—a shot of her standing on the porch of a
well-kept ranch house, wearing white lacy lingerie, and holding a hose
that shoots a strong stream of water from its head. I run my thumb
over her breast and there is the wrinkly noise of paper being pressed
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beneath a gentle finger. Vaguely, I recall that I have come up here to
masturbate. From somewhere in my mind comes the calm assurance
that, yes, I will do that. But not right now.
I don’t feel like touching me—at least not yet.
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Wolf

Hieroglyphs

Libby Hart

Geri Rosenzweig

She comes here every so often,
sniffing for human skin.
When she finds it, she’ll nestle at your bed.
The moon will take her hoary pelt;
take the soul of her night.
City of restive sleepers,
she will mother you in her slumber
and dream of Italian stone pines, of hooded crows.
The Tiber was once as vivid as reflection
even though the two children cried against its flow.

This morning I discovered
footprints on the shore of the estuary,
lovely hieroglyphs
of departure or homecoming embossed
in the silt, but most beautiful
a tissue with the flushed
outline of a woman’s mouth
among the reeds.

She’ll twitch her sleep-logged legs
when she evokes them,
mutteringwolfchat to colourmidnight.
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Mary’s Bottle House

Shadow Man

Malinda Dunlap

Malinda Dunlap
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Burial Mother

Weeding the Violets

Emma Colman

Skaidrite Stelzer

Digging through dirt, my mother
finds a delicate sponge-like skull with the tip
of her shovel. The crown of it gives up
and sags in with a crunch.
Peeling matted fur from his surface,
angled sockets of a rodent shining clean,
she presses the reddish mess between
curious cracking fingers.
The work sucks the moisture from her skin.
She is standing in the Rose Garden.
She calls from the back of the house,
Which Animal Was the Last to Die?
For 17 years, my mother has buried pets,
both whole and cremated, under roses.
There is not an empty plot left.
My own grandmother’s ashes
sit in a jade marble box in the attic.
Fellow beings, defenseless,
make my mother sweat
in the night.
She is back, huddled in the shower
With her brother and sister,
shrinking as her mother’s
shouts are carried through the house.
What Had We done Wrong?
She continues through
the garden, peeling Japanese Beetles
from the roses,
the markers of burial beds.
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There are so many.
They cover every inch of soil.
Flat green leaves,
sturdy cores.
I dig up bushels full
until my eyes bear that imprint.
heart-shapedclusters—
each one desiring, I guess, to flower.
And violets are edible.
Many a meal could come
of what I toss away.
Reaching into that cold clay soil
to pull with my whole weight,
to find where each bunching ends...
There must be thousands.
From an exploded building
a baby is carried.
In the photo I see her legs dangling loosely
and know she is dead.
What is it about the slant of those legs?
Couldn’t she be sleeping?
Or merely unconscious?
It is as if the pain has escaped—
that bit of tension
that moves through muscle,
the flex of a comatose eyelid
lost in internal movements.
Those legs dangle like limp roots.
Extracted.
It doesn’t matter now who holds her.
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Body Dysmorphia

Teganuma

Marisa Crane

Linda DeCiccio

I want to love my body
the way I love the rain drops
that shatter themselves
on it,
the way I love the paradox
of cold whiskey warming
my esophagus on the way down.
Some days,
as I’m stranded on the
side of the road,
I want to reach out
with my pointer finger and thumb
and crush all the little cars
that pass me by
without a second thought.
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It’s hot as hell. The water looks inviting. Like jumping into her
sister’s pool back home—smack dab in the middle of the good old
U.S. of A. Like running through the sprinkler on America’s Chemlawn carpets. The old lady is watching her two grandsons fishing
along Lake Teganuma. It’s June in Japan. And they’re a long way from
home.
The grandmother is wearing a straw hat she bought for just such
an occasion. She likes hats. Spends hours trying them on in front of
department store mirrors. She has several in her closet. Rarely wears a
one. Even this one, on this perfect day for a hat, will be off her head
before long and crumpled back into her purse—a bag stuffed with her
Japanese/English dictionary, towels for sitting on the shore, a paperback novel, lipstick, her passport, a wallet, coffee-candies, and three
rail passes.
Her daughter, heading off to teach at the Japanese university that
brought them here, had given her mother the rail passes for the boys
and sprayed the three of them with bug spray. These rainy-season
mosquitoes—ka, such a harmless sounding little word—are growing
greedier for blood.
A day of fishing—tsuri—was planned despite the weather forecast
calling for the hottest day yet. Better heat than rain, which was all
that was in store for the rest of the week. June was the rainy season in
Japan, and the guidebooks weren’t kidding.
The grandmother and the two boys walked the long walk from the
Kita-Kashiwa train station to the lake, where they have fished many
times in the months they have been in Japan. The walk takes them
past large gardens with flowers and vegetables planted in neat rows.
Rarely a weed. A few old people—bent over and bow-legged—and no
young. A ghost town by day when the young ones, who still live at
home with their parents, have boarded trains for Tokyo or other cities
that had jobs that didn’t involve straw hats and calluses.
Rice paddies—expansive and green—line the highway across from
the lake. The grandmother and her daughter have been amazed at
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how much better the rice tasted in Japan. What was the difference?
Another of the many inscrutable puzzles of this place.
At the end of the long walk, the water—prettier than any painting—mirrors back the green shore and the many walls of rocks, each
wall another seat for her, another place to plop her purse and her
book.
Today’s gear, dropped like breadcrumbs along the shore in the hours
they have been here: A half-eaten bag of Skittles,a spool of fishing line
beside a Swiss Army knife, and two half-empty bottles of water. It’s
mid-afternoon now. And it’s not getting any cooler.
There are two swans today. They had only seen one the last times
they were there. The grandmother smiles and looks for any babies, the
cygnets that might be in a nest nearby. How can you tell a male swan
from a female? Was this a pair?
“Nearly always monogamous,” one website said,with an interesting
qualifier, “A divorce might occur if there were nesting problems.” It
seems no creature is spared from such loopholes in the marriage contract.
One swan is gliding down the river toward them. The other is cleaning itself, like a cat. Its long neck dipping from side to side as it licks
itself clean,stopping only to dip its head into the water to nibble at
something. Breakfast?
Pigeons—or are they doves?—coo and gather and swoop from one
shore to the opposite. She makes a note to look up the difference, if
there is any. There isn’t.
A black bird she’s seen here before dives from the sky straight to the
water without surfacing for as long as she can keep her eyes on him.
It’s sort of like a heron with a long neck and sleek, but black. She’s
never seen such a one in America. Yet another Google search.
Bubbles pop from the depths of the water. Fish? Maybe just rocks
settling, her grandson the fisherman explains.
The whirs of the casting and the reeling mingle with all of this nature. The kiss of the carp. The splash of their rogue leaps. And always
in the background the low grumble of cars crossing the bridge over the
water.
Across the lake, a noisy truck is churning away and a guy with a big
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hose aims at the grass in the park that runs along the opposite shore.
From here, the grandmother can’t tell if the worker is wearing goggles
or a facemask. He definitely has on one of those towels or scarves she’s
seen workers wear, tied in the back leaving two streamers poking out
like pigtails. He’s spraying a hose as big as a water cannon from a fire
hydrant back home. One of those hydrants disguised as a cartoon
character—arms wide open and painted in kindergarten colors. Cheerful and reassuring. As if the water would be used for play and not to
put out fires that could burn down a house or raze an entire city block.
There are other workers with him. One guy is working the controls
on the truck. Another couple is standing around doing god knows
what. Slackers come in every flavor.
Tatsuo is the guy spraying.
The bullfrogs seem louder today. They sound huge and prehistoric.
And there are more of them.
“It sounds fake,” said the younger boy, seven years old and already
bored with fishing. He would much rather be playing basketball or
baseball or soccer. Anything that involves a ball and running.
His brother, four years older, could sit by the river all day long,
staring into the deep, tying and re-tying his bait, and messing with his
tackle box.
“The visibility isn’t good here,” he pronounces. “I’m gonna try a
popper.” He switches to the corn from the can he opened the night
before. A day of fishing means a night of preparation. And he enjoys
every moment of each.
The little one puts down his rod and picks up a rock. He throws
it out toward the turtle sticking its head out of the water. His brother scolds him and tells his grandmother, “I knew we shouldn’t have
brought him.”
She goes back to Kawabata’s Thousand Cranes. Pretends she doesn’t
hear him. Yeah, she knew it’d be tough taking both of them,but the
little one insisted. He wants to be treated like a big guy for once. The
night before he even talked himself into believing he would catch a
fish.
The grandmother is watching the boys like a hawk. The book in
front of her is only a “blind,” like one of those the shoguns hid behind
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to shoot their ducks at Hama-Rikyu. The little one loved that trip to
the Tokyo gardens. He peeked through the hole and pretended he was
shooting a bow and arrow just like the shoguns before him. They all
got a kick out of the monument built to honor the souls of the dead
ducks. You wouldn’t find one of those in America.
The grandmother peeks above her book to watch the little one
continue to piss off his brother, who has moved with his rod and his
bottled water to a spot further down the shore.
A water bug scuttles across the surface of the lake. It hardly makes a
ripple or a wrinkle in the water as it gets closer. Do they bite? No need
to worry herself about that. No way will her grandsons actually go into
the water. They will stay on shore. Here, beside her.
They are all just looking in. Only taking what could be had from the
shore—photographs and fish they will throw back in.
The grandmother’s attention shifts from the water below to the sky
above, on the lookout for bees and any other creatures who might
appear from out of the blue. There are so many dangers in this world.
She remembers the horror stories about the Japanese hornets—as
big as hummingbirds and one sting could kill you. “Better watch out,”
the native Japanese warned. The sting doesn’t kill right away. It festers.
A slow death, an agony of fever that starts with a rash radiating out
from the sting itself. Bees here are called mitsubachi—like a car gone
haywire.
When Tatsuo was a little boy, there was an old man in neighborhood
that all the kids were afraid of. And, like children everywhere, they jeered
at what they feared. He and his friends called the man Kumo-san because
the old man walked with his arms and legs curved like the embrace of a
spider.
The kids would follow Kumo-san to his lair and watch from the bushes
outside. They never saw anything out of the ordinary, but they watched all
the same. They didn’t know what they expected to see, but that didn’t stop
them from looking. And throwing rocks. After long afternoons wasted on
an old cripple snapping at his flowers with rusty clippers or pruning his
fruit trees, the boys would go back to their ball games and their mud pies
in the dirty playground in the center of their apartment buildings.
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“At night is when it happens,” Tatsuo remembers the older boys saying.
“At night, Kumo-san comes out and grabs kids who linger too outside their
doorways.” Their mothers and fathers gathered them up soon after dark—
long after the 5:30 song played on the loud-speakers—and corralled them
inside. So “night” was a safe place for all of them. The spider never really
had his chance.
The grandmother watches a water snake pop up his head across the
lake, a tiny blue slit on the map of Japan tacked up in the kitchen
of the apartment they are leasing. Its perimeter is twenty-three miles
around, but only two-and-a-half square miles of lake. At the point
where they sit, a river runs toward it. Not really running. Creeping
may be a better way of describing it. Stagnant in some places, this lake
is sometimes called a pond, a marsh, a swamp.
For 27 years in a row, Teganuma was listed as the most polluted
lake in Japan. Things changed at the turn of the millennium, when
the North-Chiba Channel was dug to connect two rivers—the Tone
and the Edo—to the lake, feeding Teganuma with much-needed fresh
water. The grandmother, of course, doesn’t know all that. She can only
see what’s right in front of her.
Garbage—plastic bags, cellophane cigarette wrappers, bottle tops,
tampons—lodges itself into crannies along the shore. Sludge and
muck matted up against the reeds and lily pads in the shallows. From a
distance, the spot is lovely. But up close, things look different.
The grandmother grimaces and directs the boys’ attention to the
snake several feet away. “Grandma, you’re afraid of snakes?” the little
one asks, feigning incredulous but just as frightened. “Why are you so
worried? Who cares about snakes?” he prods.
Reasoned responses would mean nothing to the boy. His grandmother is simply a scaredy-cat.
A few minutes later, she sees out of the corner of her eye that the
snake—maybe a different one, who would know?—is right under her
feet, which dangle from the rocks where she sits right above the water.
She gathers the little one closer to her. She jumps up and warns the
older boy what’s coming toward him right now.
From his place on the rocky ledge with his bottled Suntory water
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and his bags of treats that double as bait, the boy sees nothing to be
afraid of. Only another snapshot to be filed away under Japan: Four
months in the year 2013.
Tatsuo was a young man of 20 when Kumo-san died. A small obituary in the Shimbun told him more than anyone else had. It seems the
man was the last survivor of the Nagasaki bombing. He was only 75 but
he looked over 100 even when Tatsuo was a boy. Tatsuo had read in his
schoolbooks about the bombing in 1945, only days after Hiroshima’s. But
so little was said in the living rooms and kitchens outside of the classrooms
where history was taught. Everyone he knew would just as soon forget
about the bombs. I guess that’s what happens when you get old, Tatsuo
thought. He remembered the Hershey bar wrapper his grandmother kept
framed in the alcove of her entranceway. An American soldier had given it
to her when she was a girl.
Tatsuo went to the shrine to honor the old man. Several of his friends,
too, had shown up. They talked about the old man and joked about what
they’d find in the web Kumo-san had left behind.
“Maybe a dead fly.”
“A beetle.”
“Naoko’s corpse.” They laughed hardest at that one. The pretty young
girl had disappeared years ago. Rumors turning to myths. No room for
the truth. Naoko Yagi simply up and left—ran away to Tokyo to get away
from this small hilly town that stank like sewers.
The old man’s survival had gone unrecognized—thus unheralded—by
this pack of friends who had spent their childhood taunting him. They
hung their heads when the jokes ended and each remembered what the
newspaper had told them.
The little one goads the grandmother into crossing the bridge to the
other side of the lake. There he can play on the swings and the slide,
while his brother fishes. They walk to the other side. Looking down
from the bridge, they see carp swimming in the dark green water.
More for them to take from Teganuma.
“I think we found the jackpot. Now we just have to find the technique,” the older boy says, running ahead to try his luck. Only a week
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ago, he caught a carp bigger than any he could have expected. The
grandmother’s iPhone videos and pictures the only proof of a fish that
didn’t get away,but was given back. The boy had spent at least a halfhour pulling the giant koi to shore—no reel or net to help him—only
to return it lovingly to the waters it came from. He watched it swim
away that afternoon as proud of his letting go as he was of his catch.
The men are still at work, but the grandmother carefully leads the
boys past them. “Sumi-masen,” she says, scurrying out of their way.
She bows deeply, always mindful of the manners of the Japanese.
“These people are all so polite,” she tells everyone back home in the
postcards and emails she writes. These people.Never a good phrase to
use. “They have been so good to us. So helpful and kind.”
Tatsuo bows back and mumbles. “Gaijin.” He can spot them a mile
away. Foreigners come and they go. Eventually they all go. Taking
with them their earmarked travel books, their sutras and trinkets from
shrines and temples and kiosks. No gaijin leaves Japan without a suitcase full of fans and chopsticks and tea ceremony paraphernalia they’ll
never use at home. If they’re really adventurous—and have spent a lot
of yen—they’ll pack souvenirs of samurai and sumo and maybe even
a Japanese baseball game. No one but the old folks pays for Kabuki
anymore. And geisha are good for nothing but a photograph taken on
the streets. No gaijin would pay for anything more than that.
The grandmother pushes the little one on the swings while the older
boy rips into a packet of carp bait and mixes it with water from the
lake. The boy kneads it into a wad of dough and tears off a piece for
his hook.
Who taught him how to do that? Tatsuo wonders. No worm for this
kid. He’s even using the right bobber. Needle-thin and hand-painted
with the neon of orange and green stripes—the koi bobber pokes
straight up after the boy’s perfect cast.
If it weren’t for the American tennis shoes and the headful of blond
curls, the boy could pass for a native. He must have spent a lot of time
here already, Tatsuo figures. He must have met up with some real Japanese fishermen.
Tatsuo turns back to his work. Let them enjoy this island while they
can. It will never be theirs.
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Of all the foreigners who visit, it’s the Americans who really gall
Tatsuo. They come with their American dollars and think they can
buy whatever they haven’t already stolen. Like crows feasting on the
intestines of the dead kitten he had seen only this morning on the side
of the road.
The Americans are always laughing and loud—when not bent over
their train schedules trying to figure out how to get where they are
going next. At the grocery store too you can see them scratching their
heads, flipping through the pages of their dictionaries trying to tell
the difference between sugar and sea salt. Their eyes wide open—some
with horror—at what they find in the fish aisles.
Tatsuo wipes the sweat from his brow with his T-shirt—its message
in “Jenglish”: Get peace a chance.
The grandmother is singing a song as the little one goes back and
forth and back and forth on the swing. Some English words Tatsuo
didn’t learn in high school, where they were made to pore over passages that had nothing to do with America today. None of them cared
about England. England had nothing to do with America as far as they
were concerned. Japanese teen-agers only want to master the language
of their pop-heroes and legends.
Did you know that the first American teacher to come to Japan was
Ronald MacDonald? No, not that Ronald McDonald. This lame entry
was one of the English lessons in Tatsuo’s high school textbook. Students learned nothing of the real America. What was the first American fast-food chain to come to Japan? Here’s a clue. He’s some kind of
colonel in a sparkling white suit and string tie. Not the kind of outfit
to wear eating this greasy finger-lickin’ good food. (Notice that good
and food are pronounced nothing like each other. And people think
Japanese is a difficult language!)
Row, row, row your boat,
Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,
Life is but a dream.
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Tatsuo remembers his own grandmother’s songs. Not so different
from this one, its chant speeding up or slowing down to keep pace
with the swing. Tatsuo cringes to think his sobo may have learned
such songs during the Occupation. Maybe she sang them to Tatsuo’s
mother, who was born years after the Americans finally went home.
American soldiers and generals—and each’s entourage—had patrolled
cities and villages throughout Japan until 1952.
His grandmother told them the stories. She made it sound like a
magical time. But something didn’t sound right to him. The Americans rebuilding a sand castle they themselves had knocked over.
There may not be a lot of Japanese who feel the way that Tatsuo
does. He never claims to speak for his entire generation. He certainly
doesn’t speak for those who bend to a bow that is never low enough.
An ojigi that stoops to submission.
Tatsuo and the other workers have been out since dawn. They have
a lot of ground to cover—literally. They’re spraying insecticide on
the grasses of all the parks in Chiba Prefecture. Not all in one day, of
course. It’ll take a few weeks. And then they’ll start all over again and
do each one more time. Twice in a summer keeps down the spread of
the pests that are the bane of their damp island.
They’re supposed to wear goggles as they spray—at least the guy
with the hose is supposed to—but Tatsuo is too sweaty as it is. The
goggles steam up and block his view. He wouldn’t want to aim the
hose anywhere it wasn’t supposed to go.
He puts down the hose to wipe his eyes with the back of his hand.
He takes off his rubber gloves and picks his nose. Mucus mixed with
black dust. Sediment and snot.Time for a cigarette break.
The guys with him are yelling something fierce but Tatsuo’s not listening. Yeah, yeah, he knows he’s taking a chance lighting up so close
to the truck. He steps farther away toward the lake and sucks on the
last of his Seven Stars. Another cigarette, another 3 yen to the government. A small price to pay. He’ll just have to buy another pack from
the vending machine up the road.
He watches the American fishing just a few feet away. The kid really
does know what he’s doing. Shit, he’s even got a tanago rod dipped in
the water. Tatsuo remembers fishing for the tiny fish with his grand59

mother when he was this kid’s age. Nothing like an obaasan to take
you where you want to go. Old ladies everywhere must be like that
with their grandchildren. Even in America.
The grandmother pushing the little one on the swings has her eye
on Tatsuo. She’s not sure she likes the way he has moved toward her
other grandson. The truck, which stopped its churning when the man
stepped away, has now resumed its growl. She sees that the guy inside
the truck is motioning the guy with the hose back to work.
Just as she’s watching this scene playing out to her right, a bee divebombs to her left. It’s huge. She grabs the little one off the swing and
walks away as fast as she can.
It looks like the bees—hornets actually—that she was warned about.
She recognizes it from her Internet search—Vespa mandarinia japonica—confirming what they had told her. They kill more people in
Japan each year than bears and snakes combined.
The little one screams and tears away from her grasp. “Don’t run,”
the grandmother warns. She knows he would be no match for the hornet. And the less attention he calls to himself, the less likely the hornet
will follow. At least, that’s what she read.
The boy ran one way and the hornet flew another. Thank God, the
grandmother sighed. Thank God.
One more crisis averted. From the moment the three of them
boarded the train, the grandmother stood sentry over these two babies
entrusted to her. The first order of business, keeping the little one from
standing too close to the rails. Other obstacles followed, too many to
mention. Cars zooming and the boys not looking both ways. Slippery
rocks and deep waters. Dirty hands and fish hooks. Snakes. And now
this. No wonder she is gray and growing grayer every day.
Tatsuo is thinking about his own grandmother now. Thinking about
Kumo-san. Thinking about the family he left behind in Kyushu. Island
hopping to Honshu was the best thing he could have done under the
circumstances. Jobs here on Japan’s main island were plentiful. Nagasaki was good only if you wanted a life on the ports—fishing or loading.
And there were those memorials to contend with. The one-legged
torii gate and a fucking Atomic Bomb Museum. Torii gates, at the entrances to Shinto shrines, are said to represent the transition from the
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profane to the sacred. After the War in the Pacific, they were rebuilt
throughout the city, except at this one particular spot. Let it stand as it
stood the day of the bombing. Separating the profane and the sacred.
Either or. You can’t have it both ways. The Americans tried.
He left one small island for a larger one shortly after Kumo-san’s funeral. The old man was cremated and his ashes scattered, like the ashes
of those incinerated on August 9, 1945 by “Fat Man.” The plutonium
bomb destroyed the city of Nagasaki in less than a second. Seventy
thousand people—mostly civilians—dying that very day. Hundreds
of thousands of others died later from radiation poisoning. How dare
the Americans give a bomb such a jolly name. Like Santa Claus. Like
a round little fellow with his arms full of balloons for the kiddies. And
candy. Hershey bars.
Tatsuo watches the grandmother round up the two little boys and
their belongings. They are leaving Lake Teganuma. Going home.
Maybe not to America today.But certainly tomorrow. Some tomorrow.
They would take back with them the photographs and the stories.
Japan is good to its visitors.
Tatsuo wants to send them away with something they hadn’t expected. Something they ought to have. Something they deserve.
The water spewing from his hose is lethal. The systemic insecticide
is a cancer cocktail. He holds on tight with his big rubber gloves. He
wants to make certain he has complete control of the serpent rising to
its prey. Doesn’t his name tell it all? Tatsuo.Dragon.
Tatsuo turns the hose in the direction of the Americans. The guy
in the truck shouts something at Tatsuo. “Yamero!” After a lifetime of
World War II movies, the grandmother hears menace in the language
of the Japanese. What could be more threatening than a kamikaze?
There’s no reasoning with a man who would sacrifice his life for his
convictions.
The force of the water knocks the little one off his feet. The grandmother, too, buckles to her knees. Only the older child stays standing.
He faces Tatsuo with a question in his eyes. He wonders if this strange
Japanese man is playing a game with them. Is this simply a sprinkler
for them to keep cool?
Tatsuo withers from the look the boy is giving him. He turns his
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Soundless
eyes away and walks toward the truck. The hose has been turned off by
the man at the controls. Tatsuo’s power gone.
The boy walks over to his grandmother and lifts her up with both
hands. The little one, crying, runs to her. The three of them walk back
to the train station.
It’s time to go home.

Alberto Giuspeppe
It left you.
Days go by in different dreams now,
That promise long lost, replaced,
Lost again and replaced and lost and replaced
And each time the feeling getting smaller as it moved away,
Blown along with time like a cluster of white seeds
Drifting quietly, so quietly,
Over a gravel path.
You followed it awhile but there
In the tall, dry grass ahead
It disappeared.
You let go.
Still, the warm blue of an August night
Holds all the world, still,
Enough to bring it into remembrance—we all know that.
We all felt that, the sweet remembering,
The every breath an ache that replaced you
With tears in which you were not alone,
In which you belonged.
But it left you some time ago,
Maybe yesterday, maybe 2 years ago or 10 or oh,
You don’t really know when.
Still, in the silence before a summer storm
You search, still, for the ache,
Search for distant promises
Like a shadow reaching for the dark.
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Freesias
Corinne Gaston
I sat on my grandmother’s lap when her arms were strong enough to
hold me, and she could still speak.
She told me stories about her sight, murmured to me her
premonitions, how she saved my aunt’s house from burning after a
midnight dream of black plumes and the foundation disintegrating
into ash. She called my aunt who had fallen asleep with the stove
on, the curtains above smoking.
She showed me how to take dead butterflies and press them between
the pages of a book.

hugged her out of duty, smothering my flinch when she would kiss
my cheek and the tubes in her nose would press their cool hissing
below my eye.
I gazed past the aloofness of her smile as her voice quavered: look
at you, Mariel. Skinny as a sparrow. My sister frowned and my
mother croaked: Mom, this is Corinne.
The air tasted like dead freesias.
I escaped to the kitchen and watched how my aunt paused outside
my grandmother’s room in the hallway that squeezed her like a
blood clot in an artery.
In her house you could hear everyone breathing.

When my grandmother grew too sick and old to visit us, she moved
in with my aunt. I was seven-and-a-half. I can count on both hands
the number of times we went to see her, two-hour treks up from
Pennsylvania.
Her bedroom used to be my aunt’s storage, the metal-framed bed
shoved up by the half-broken bookcase. Her radio perched atop
boxes. Paintings of lakes and family photographs smothering the
walls. The cramp of a window letting in a cough of light.
The smells clung like dust in whirring machines. Ammonia.
Antiseptic. My aunt tried to wash the sheets regularly, but she
worked two jobs and had a grown son who only understood thirtyseven words.
My grandmother’s soft, aged skin, like paper, was a veil over the
shy horror beneath the perfume, like something had curdled and
was waiting to be dumped down the sink drain.
My mother’s hand on my back guided me into the room to where
my grandmother sat on the edge of her bed. I tried not to stare. I
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Rio
Kenneth Alewine

Crossing the Via Dolorosa
or
Kissing a Convert
Linda Kirk

On the Mexico
side of the Rio Grande,
willow greens and cottonwood
lean toward the river.
Brown mule, still as an omen
looks to the cliffs where
red ochre pictures gather
in their tribes on
smooth stones.
Dirt-daubered nests, clay
houses abandoned by swallows
empty oval entrances
like iguana eyes
praising the river.
Apache plume grow
along the washes
as if in a frozen leap.
Yellowed prickly pear
buzz the cliff rocks stacked
like giant tablets
inscribed by the winding
characters of a long sleep.
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When I met you, you had one tattoo: across your chest the map of
the Via Dolorosa, the famed avenue of Christ’s suffering, and your
own. I loved to trace the detail of these most holy sites from shoulder
to shoulder, to cross your body inch by ornate inch. I adored you
then, the growing loves and tattoos: the rose of Mary, the chains of
suffering, the hands of love; then the tree of life, the lilies of the field,
the Mount of Zion I would never climb. I smelled the blood after the
initial pricks, felt the heat of the healing. Forefinger gentle, I rubbed
you down with ointment. You rewarded me with sex, pressing me
hard against the latest image, giving me what I wanted, satisfying me
with yourself.
You changed. You reverently encircled an areola with your palm
and thumb, in sorrow ran one finger across the line of my pelvis, then
dropped your hands, turning me away, turning your head as you drifted to the door. In disbelief I followed you to the tattoo parlor, to the
place of your consecration and watched through the glass, darkly, as
the artist labeled you: labeled you with, that time, the bread and the
wine. Broken for you.
Even when betrayed, our loves never changed: fierce, hopeful, possessive. We moved from lovers of each other to lovers of others. Oh,
you loved me still, but graciously, mournfully, and that wasn’t enough.
I began to love everyone but you. You and your tattoos. You.Your
tattoos.
I screamed at you, screamed things I didn’t know I believed until I
opened my mouth and the breathing became honesty, and the honesty, ruthless hate.
Near the end, before it all became what it is now, I breathed out
peace when we touched. I slid fingers down silky then-unmarked
feet and hands. I loved to press the hollow of your warm flesh where
Christ stumbled, and to find the incongruous swirl of hair fanning
the place where Pontius Pilate washed his hands.
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Last Wishes
Kevin Tosca
Unless you call out, who will open the door?
~Ethiopian Proverb
My father used to tell me I drank like a fish.
“You drink like a fish,” he used to say.
Like father, like son.
He drank like a fish, too, though I’ve never seen a fish who could
drink 1.5 liter jugs of Gilby’s vodka, then switch to Milwaukee’s
finest.
A shark?
A shark really isn’t a fish, and I’m not so far gone as to think a shark
is capable of throwing back massive quantities of booze, but I’ve often
fantasized about being one, of what it would be like to be a shark,
and not for the fin and jaw fear, either, or the don’t-fuck-with-me-inthis-ocean pass, but because I once read that sharks don’t get sick, and
if that’s true—if sharks do not get sick—then they would never have
to think about drinking.
But I’m not a shark, no matter how much I like to think or dream
about being one, and I do get sick, and not from drinking like a fish,
though drinking like a fish does cause its share of unpleasantness,
which is understatement, a tool not in my father’s box.
Before his liver and a bunch of other organs quit on him, he used
to accuse me of living like a rock star, too.
“Keep on living like a rock star,” he used to say, “see where that’ll
get you.”
Rock stars?
I’ve never known how they lived or where they go, and I’ve never
cared, but maybe my father had lived like one of those as well, or had
wanted to, whereas all I wanted to do was live my life, unsick and
simple, somewhere (don’t laugh) between Walden and Arabia, somewhere far from all these clichés, but that wasn’t in the cards, and my
father (nor anyone else for that matter) never knew how sick I was,
and I’m positive, now that the wishing is almost through, that I never
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knew how sick he was.
It’s funny. We tend to think people complain too much about
their sicknesses; we think we hear too much of this sickness bitching,
but when people are really sick—the kind of sick they fear and feel
ashamed of—they don’t say word one about it.
Human beings are like dogs in this, the ones that want to die with
dignity under distant trees, yet the trees are all gone and with them
went the dignity, and so the humans drink, or they do their drinking
equivalents, which may not look like drinking at all but really are.
And now it’s time for me to go and join them, to drink and to hope—
wish—for the black-out, no-vomit combo, the best there is, the one
that’ll allow me, for a few dark, sweet hours to forget about how I
wished it would’ve all been different.
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Once Upon a Time
Kevin Tosca
I once knew a young man, a not unintelligent or immoral young
man, a young man who could put himself in another man’s shoes,
and this young man, one night he urinated rather generously on his
girlfriend’s young face and body and private parts in a hotel room.
He didn’t do this in the bathroom, no, he did this in the bedroom,
on the bed. He was drunk, sure, and there were extenuating romantic
circumstances, yes, but he knew full well what he was doing. And it
wasn’t, save for the location, an anomaly. We can call it a phase. His
fluid phase.
If I were to write a short-short story about this young man, I don’t
know whether this story should begin, or end, here. I don’t even
know if there is a story here, even a short-short one, but for all this
young man’s intelligence, morality, and empathy, he eventually had
to check out of that hotel room. He had to check out and he had to
(because it’s what happens) see the cleaning woman beforehand, black
and not quite middle-aged standing there in the hallway with her
crisp, white apron and her tired face and her rattling cart, this grown
woman who would find the soaked and aromatic sheets he had soiled
and slept in and left behind.
In the bright and heavy Southern morning, the implications of
his deed did not escape him, but he left anyway—silently, quickly—knowing that worse happens in hotel rooms, but knowing that
kind of knowledge never matters, that kind of logic never soothes,
and many years have passed now and this young man I once knew
has become a grown man, and this grown man still can’t quite forgive
himself for what he did as a young man, for what he made that grown
woman clean.
Yet he can’t forget the moment before he, the younger man, let
himself go, either, standing there on that bed, high up on that foreign
bed about to do what it rarely occurs to intelligent, moral, empathetic
young men to do, his naked and young girlfriend below him, squirming in drunken anticipation and dread. He cannot forget that, nor the
intoxicating freedom that followed shortly thereafter, the magnificent
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sense of power, release, and revenge.
It’s hard now for this grown man to imagine that young man he
once was, very hard, in fact, to imagine, but that young man existed
and this grown man believes that must mean something. Actually, he
believes it must mean many somethings—he knows it does—but he
tries very hard not to remember any of this, because the only way to
learn a fairy tale is to forget it. He knows this too, as do I, as do all
men, young or grown or dead.
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The Waving of the Moon
Nathan Long
here’s something unknown about spring, how things will turn out, how
they will grow. You look on the ground, and there suddenly is a flower
where before was just dirt.
It was spring. I woke in my bed, in our log cabin in rural Maryland to sunlight instead of the small alarm in my parent’s room, just
the other side of the thin wood wall.
I was fifteen, tall, with long hair, silent, with some force surging up
through me, like the sap in the spring trees, bursting green at the tip.
I wrote poems in a language so private, I don’t even know what they
mean now, though I still keep them, mildewed and limp in a trunk in
living room.
On the school bus, I sat quiet, behind a boy named Brian Wilson,
whenever I could, just to look at the hairs of his neck, to hear his
voice as he talked to his friends. At school, I’d wait for a cute boy to
use the bathroom, then follow, knowing it was the only way to see
that private part of the body. And after school, if I were waiting for
my sister to finish track, I’d use the locker room toilets, just to walk
among the boys changing out of their sports clothes. But those things,
I never confessed to myself. There was always a way I’d explain it to
myself—everyone, boy did these things, I was just curious about others’ bodies—so that I didn’t have to believe I was wanting anything.
After school, I’d spend the spring afternoons up the mountain
that loomed above our farm, walking through the trees with their
pale hints of green, climbing over the rock outcroppings, soft with
moss, sitting still by the waterfall as the spring rain rushed over the
limestone ledge and twisted down into the pool below. I would hold
perfectly still on that rock, fears and doubts churning inside my head,
the water washing them away, over the edge. The sound alone of
that rushing seemed to hold me together, like some great baling rope
containing me, keeping myself from spilling over.
At dusk, I’d descend the mountain, trying to hold myself together,
to be still in our small, antebellum log cabin with my sister and par72

ents, while my mind raced like water. At night, after dinner, with the
upstairs warmed by the woodstove, I’d write my secret novel about a
man traveling to the furthest star alone, then I’d turn off the light and
pick at the horse-hair-mud chinking from the cabin wall, like I were
trying to discover something beneath the surface. Some nights, before
I fell asleep, the moon would wave its slow hand into the frame of my
window, its light like a spacecraft whispering messages to me. Don’t
worry. We’re watching you. There are things you are needed for.
But then the next morning, the material world rushed back in, the
kitchen cupboard and fridge, full of logos and packaged food, the
disco and pop songs on my mother’s truck radio, the noise in the
school hallways with the rednecks and straight-laced kids teasing me
and calling me girl names, nights with TV shows blaring downstairs in
the cabin. The worst were trips to the shopping mall, which had been
built over an old farmstead, the trees once flanking the fields razed to
build the parking lots and stores.
My mother would pick us up after school and take us down there,
to buy shoes or shirts, or just for groceries and a trip to the bank,
which had a branch inside the mall. In the winter, I would walk along
the corridors, the music humming like a drill, the scents pouring from
the candle stores and card shops, the pack of kids and Moms and teens
walking up and down the corridor as though on a tread mill. The
regulated temperature, the artificial lights—when I began to feel nausea, or simply numb, I would run to an exit, then walk outside, until
I started to shiver. Then I’d walk back through the gauntlet of shops,
wading out the time before I would get home.
Sometimes I stayed in my mother’s truck, but the force inside me
was pressing against my skin. I’d sat for eight hours in school. So, I’d
get out, take off my jacket, leave my books and notepads on the bench
seat, and just run.
I ran on the outskirts of the parking lot, where the cars were sparse,
where you could see anyone driving toward you and get out of their
way. I concentrated on the wind, which was often wet and clean,
coming off the mountains nearby, the only thing around me that was
not man-made. I ran faster than I could, as though I could somehow
find a new skin. I ran as though that feeling, of falling into the future,
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Before the Bliss
with the air rushing past, was something I could capture and hold on
to.
One spring afternoon, after I’d run, and breathlessly walked, only
to run again, circling the mall like some strange satellite, feeling not
of this world, I stopped and stood in the new rain between the cars,
until I was shivering. I still had time to kill—that is, to wrestle to the
ground and fight to the death, second after second after second. So, I
walked into the mall to get warm, and sat on a bench where I would
still see the light of the overcast sky through the glass doorway.
I was fifteen, white, with long brown hair. I had no facial hair,
and even the store clerks sometimes thought I was a girl. I felt like I
existed in some space in-between everything that for others seemed
certain—boy and girl, child and adult, human and alien. But at that
moment, I felt calmed by the wind and the soft rain I’d felt, that
seemed to still touch my face.
I happened to sit beside an older black man. The man and I got to
talking. At one point, he asked me, “Are you straight?”
I didn’t know what I know now, that is, what he meant by those
words. I only knew the word straight to mean straight laced, like
those popular kids at our rural school. I said, without hesitating,
without a speck of fear, “No, I’m not straight. Can’t you tell?”
I don’t remember his reaction. But I must have been so confident,
that he didn’t confront me. Maybe he got up and left, or changed
the topic. Maybe we just stopped talking. Perhaps I even was a little
upset, that he had mistaken me for one of those people, who think
within the box, who walk the narrow line. I hadn’t yet told myself
that that craving to see boys’ bodies, which drove me to the locker
room even when I didn’t have to pee, was a part of me, was what, most
likely, set me apart from the rest of the world.
But, just like that, I had come out, unknowingly, in the same way
that I had found myself aligned to the woods and the moon and the
rain, which were always silent and without judgment. It took me
years to realize what I had done, to ever answer that kind of question
with such blind assuredness. I’m still not sure I can.
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Ray Scanlon
The year is 1972, and we’ve pretty much sewn up second place in
the Southeast Asia War Games. I’m about to receive my math degree,
and with it, relief and a quandary. For four years I’ve been parrying
the inevitable “What can you do with that?” with a muttered “Maybe
I could teach.” That usually keeps the wolves at bay, but likely I’m
finally going to have to face them down. I seem to have two options:
teach, or go to grad school and then teach. My gut tells me I don’t
have the wherewithal for either.
Teaching is, to me, the calling of the ultimate extrovert, a protracted and diabolically extreme form of public speaking. As an introvert
with rock-solid credentials, the mere thought of teaching horrifies
me. I’ve never felt the call. I certainly didn’t have the balls then, and
though the passing decades have given me ever-increasing respect for
teachers, they have not vouchsafed me any masculine enhancement.
Nor was the question of the wherewithal to do grad school an idle
one. In high school, the work came easy, and I was good at it. But I
incline—some would say recline—to laziness and avoiding unpleasant confrontation, so I never persisted in anything unless I could do it
well and effortlessly and right off the mark. I never had to really work
to achieve. This was a damn poor character-building strategy, and I
shudder to imagine my state of dysfunction if the Self-Esteem movement had had any traction in my green years.
In college I got a nasty surprise when my grades took their right
and proper turn south. Salutary self-doubt seized me. That I could do
what I’d set out to do was no longer a given. An eternity of agonizing
compressed itself into a few panic-filled weeks. Clutching at straws, I
bandied about the idea of changing my major to English, at which I
knew I was competent. My friends slapped me around a little. Several
times I came within the proverbial hair’s breadth of switching, but
my innate inertia held me on my side of the Rubicon. I’m grateful
that some salvaged shred of gumption let me suck it up—the obvious
solution—and avoid disaster. But the English courses I continued
to take were the only thing that gave me a respectable GPA, and I’d
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learned that even with work, my mathematics future was limited.
Late in my last semester, Central Hudson Gas & Electric held
on-campus interviews to fill openings in their personnel department,
looking only for a technical degree. My barely-earned BS in math
got me through the door. The interviewer asked if I thought I was a
people person. Of course I was—there are people who aren’t? With the
effrontery that comes of profound lack of self-knowledge I met his eye
with a “yes.” Not even a split-second’s hesitation. The ice broken, lie
followed lie—being a people person felt so liberating. I wasn’t invited
for a second interview.
The end of academic life relieved me; I wouldn’t go back to school,
either as grad student or teacher. I held a certificate attesting to my
intelligence and enterprise, saying nothing of my emotional maturity
or character, ostensibly of more practical use than, say, a BA in French
poetry. Of course, with relief came the quandary: now what? I punted,
deferring the reckoning yet again.
For years I had delighted in using tools to create physical objects—
electronic, ornamental, pyrotechnic, my hands didn’t care. To balance
four years of a lopsided life of the mind, I itched to produce something tangible, and I’d developed the romantic delusion that I was capable of making a living as a skilled artisan. In that little fantasy world,
a self-employed silversmith with a math degree would find inevitable
worldly success. But I was not so far gone that I didn’t realize it might
be good to first get a real job to make a little money and hone my
manual skills. In September I got hired at Holtzer-Cabot, manufacturer of fractional-horsepower electric motors. Not as creative as I might
have hoped, but any shop with lathes, drill presses, and grinders was
OK with me.
On my feet eight hours a day, I smoothed the inside surface of
motor casings, tapped holes, pressed eyelets. At noon I walked out into
the wreckage of the woods they were cutting down to build an industrial park, where I’d eat my lunch, read ostentatiously, and synthesize
a little vitamin D while the autumn weather held. From sheer timidity
and perhaps the recollection of Groucho’s aversion to joining any club
that would let him in, I resisted the overt blandishments of the factory
flirt, occasioning a nine days’ wonder among my colleagues. I did join
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another club, the United Steelworkers. Membership was mandatory,
as were the dues I paid for three months. The union was useless: no
card to carry, no secret handshake, no decoder ring, no fat pension, no
protection from the soon-to-come debacle.
Working at Holtzer-Cabot may well have been a blunder, but not
because I knowingly walked into the denouement of a corporate death
spiral—I had no idea. Even today, more experienced in corporate
machinations, I’d find it hard to believe that a company that was hiring for any reason, however byzantine, could be moribund.
The last day before the Christmas holiday, we were summoned to
the lunch room. Mr. Karp, his suit unmistakably advertising his alpha
dogginess, announced we were shutting down, effective right then.
There was audible shock and dismay. He closed by wishing us, in
so many words, “Merry Christmas.” Now and again I wonder what
he was thinking when he blurted that out, hard on the heels of his
bombshell. He seemed sincere, as if he were trying hard to convey true
Christmas spirit. But then I doubt my own judgment at the time, as I
was even at that moment planning a marriage which was, to all interested observers, obviously fated to end in a death spiral of its own.
On the way out I approached Mr. Karp and asked him if elsewhere
in the corporation he could use someone with a degree in math. God
only knows if I mentioned my French minor. He said, “What can you
do?” I stood tongue-tied, stymied. If only I’d been clairvoyant and glib
I could have answered, “Program in assembly language as if it were my
native tongue, and plenty of other things I can’t even begin to see.”
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The Birds in the Gate
Christopher Allen
The peeping came from the gate—the hole at the handle, just big
enough for my pointer to poke around until it felt the bony heads of
birds. I counted three. A strange place for a nest. Difficult. I couldn’t
even see the birds, and Daddy wasn’t even going to think about taking
the gate apart to “save” them. He wasn’t about to get all sentimental
for some squawking birds, and when I told him they didn’t squawk
but rather peeped like this, “Peep, peep, peep,” he told me to go play
with other boys instead of playing mama to some damn birds. So I
went outside and looked for boys, but the only ones I found hated
me, so I went back to the birds and stuck my pointer back down
the hole. They were quiet now and trembling; my touch made them
tremble more. I didn’t know if this was good or bad. When I asked
Daddy that night if it was a good thing or a bad thing when a person trembled more when you touched them—I said person because I
didn’t want him to know I was mothering the birds instead of playing
with boys—he took a long time looking up from his Lean Cuisine
but shook his head and said, “Damn,” so I didn’t follow up.
The peeping was still coming from the gate the next day. They were
hungry; that was clear. So I Googled What do Birds Eat and found
this*. I figured my birds were probably sparrows because that’s the
only bird I knew, and sparrows eat seeds and insects. But then I got
to thinking, my birds are baby birds, so I Googled What do Baby
Birds Eat and found this* again (but I scrolled down and found it)
and went directly to the kitchen to find a mushy banana. Daddy was
sitting at the kitchen table, reading the newspaper and trying to figure
out why he was alive. He noticed me searching and asked what the
hell I was looking for. I said, “Oh, nothing,” but I guess I said it in a
way that said I was being a smart-ass little pussy, so I corrected myself:
“A banana, a mushy one.” And when Daddy didn’t answer, I added,
“Or a peach.” He said all we had was some old applesauce, and I said,
“That’ll do,” but I must have said it too much like a fucking girl,
because that’s what Daddy said I sounded like.
I ran back outside, scooped up some applesauce with my pointer and stuck it down the hole, which required bravery. Beaks, little
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pointy things, snipped at my pointer. It made me think of that scene
from Jurassic Park where the little dinosaurs, which the actors think
are cute, end up ripping the actors limb from limb. I kept sticking the
applesauce down the hole until it was gone and the peeping got all
quiet. Because I figured they were probably going to fall asleep, I sang
them a lullaby, but I sang it in the deepest, quietest voice I could in
case Daddy was watching from the window, shaking his head wondering what went wrong with me.
The next Saturday, the peeping had stopped. I stuck my pointer
down the hole again, slowly because I remembered how I felt when I
found out Mama had died. It felt like someone punching me in the
stomach again and again. As my pointer went deeper and deeper, I
prayed to Jesus that the baby birds had flown away, but even I knew
that prayer was too late. The little bony heads were there, but they
were still . . . like stones are still. Below me, a cat was stretching up
towards the hole, meowing. I wasn’t good at being a boy, and now I
wasn’t good at being a mother either. So I went back in the house and
told Daddy we had to take apart the fucking gate because the fucking
birds were dead and they’d begin to stink and attract rats if we didn’t.
And he said, “Aw shit,” but got out the tools anyway, and we hunkered
down for hours until we laid that bird tomb bare. It was fun, Daddy
said, just me and him, all day.
*http://www.whatdobirdseat.info/
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Hachiko
Megan Boatright

The Last of the Giant Birds
Lullabies an Egg
Megan Boatright

What if you? Yes. I would time my heart to the brainbeat of your last
train, follow on myself every morning, love each iron of the tracks like
a bone from your arm. The thrushsong of your body, that something
will always be singing on the mechanized wind no matter where you
are—I would learn to hunt. I would crush birds under my tongue until your voice dripped along my jaw, and I would dig you up each day,
breathe into your mouth, and gape across the chasm of what I can’t fill.

I can imagine you:
you, in your wet feathers, tucked
under a glossy fern
that casts long shadows over your eyes.
Your heart will beat slowly.
You’ll eat scaled things, furred things,
under a melting sky that holds the sun too close.
You’ll watch a mammoth sink
under strange arrows, its legs fluttering like
so many eyelashes.
I will see you: tomorrow,
a flicking of useless elbows, a scream
scattered on the wind, a warm breath
that will lull them to sleep,
this quivering, this slow-mounting
trellis of ants
who call to you from below.
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Woman in Doorway

The Falling Apart

Susana Case

Matthew Phillips
his latest wanderings leave him on town’s edge—out where the windowless buildings seem deserted. He finds himself lost among flickering street lights and pickup trucks. He opens his eyes and sees the
world like a man waking from a dream. This isn’t real life, he thinks.
This is tomorrow and here I am. Right now I am today, he thinks.
his swimming lessons take an ill turn. He is unable to breathe under water. He implores his lungs—cooperate, he thinks—but they
do not cooperate. There is trouble in the pool. An old woman slaps
him across the face. Water wings are childish. He knows this, but he
wears them anyhow. His membership is revoked. The proctors are not
bereaved.
his boots begin to come apart. This, of all things, was expected. But
the boots are important to him. Rubber tramp miles are embedded
in their soles, these boots, and he cannot bear their loss. A caucus
is convened. Conducted.Concluded. All will be well, he thinks. He
wears the boots for many more miles. One day the boots disintegrate
and leave his feet bare in the warm air.
his clothes, too, disintegrate. They fall right off his body and the sun
licks at his skin. This isn’t so bad, he thinks. And it isn’t. He walks
among the animals. He favors rivers and mountaintops. He howls
against the night. There are terrors everywhere, but he is never terrified.
he opens his eyes and sees the world like a man waking from a dream.
This isn’t real life, he thinks. This is tomorrow and here I am. Right
now I am today, he thinks.
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The Painted Word

The Phone Call

Abra Bertman

Megan Dobkin

The pious nun at Moldovita
sweeps with a brown broom, bent
in black robes under painted

She imagines that some day she will get the phone call from
someone
who will mention to her in passing that he is gone.

words layering ancient sagas
of armies on a hill, Christ
haloed on a pedestal.

By the time it reaches her, it will probably be old news.
She will be able to keep it together for the rest of the conversation,
she imagines.

An energetic blue silence
chills the empty courtyard.
She is not quite humming,
hardly remembering

But when she hangs up, she will take her cup of coffee—
the one with her kid’s college emblem on it—to the sunroom.

fresh-cut peonies, clean shirts
a white room signalling
partial victory
                        “Every day the bus
took him past the field
where the house once stood.

She will look out to the lush lawn she is certain she will have at that
age.
She will rest her grey Dorothy Hamill haircut on the windowpane.
She will look into the refracted reflection of her own eyes
And smile.
Knowing that they are one step closer to trying it all again.

It is wonderful to come home,”
said Ioana with an armful of husks.
A carbon factory belches
thick particulates, dimming
once bright walls. The distant
Danube delta, the wetlands
should be colored by a low sun,
warm and wrinkled as golden foil.
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Pillow Talk
Megan Dobkin
He pulls her lollipop bottom to his groin. She, in the corseted
French maid costume that they had always talked about.
He, in his button-down business shirt he didn’t bother taking off.
She repeats the same proclamation of her love for him
in different languages—first French, then Portuguese, Japanese,
Swahili, Icelandic and Croatian—all of which she reads
from a cheat sheet pre-set underneath the covers. When he catches
her reading, he laughs at her incorrigibility and
goes at her harder. When they are done, they want to be fully
naked. He unclips the back of the corset, latch by latch.
One—A sound wave ripples through the suddenly loose collagen
in her back.
Two—The corset boning leaves indentations on her rapidly
dehydrating skin.
Three—What is left of her scarred and gutted breasts free
themselves.
This does not surprise him. Of course. What did they think was
going to happen?

palms her skull, pulling out strands of her hair. She panics
momentarily, but he calms her with a smile
from his sweet yellowing teeth.
Well, fortunately, they are prepared. They spoke about all this
beforehand.
As they had planned, she stays connected to his face so he knows
she is there for him. She caresses his jaw-line,
causing it to detach completely in her hand. He reaches for her hand
to hold, snapping her wrist in the process.
She tucks tightly to him as their rib cages give way into each other.
Together, they each give one long last moan.
Their skin turns blue and begins to stiffen, locking them into place.
Their cells split, oozing enzymes into each other’s
tissue. Their gasses merge as their bodies once did. Their tongues
eventually liquefy, but their soft, clogged hearts
find a way to communicate to each other that which is necessary.
This is exactly where they are meant to be.

She turns around to face him, both of them now on their knees.
One—He is surprised to have to blink and squint so he can see her.
Two—She slips the business shirt off of his shoulder, which pops
out of its socket.
Three—The shirt falls to the bed, past his hip which shoots with
pain, sending him off-balance.  
She catches him.
Yes, she has been expecting this.
She guides their bodies to a reclining position. She rests her
reducing brow on his atrophying chest.
They suddenly can no longer smell the aroma of their combined
secretions. His now veiny and arthritic hand
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The New Wife
Jennifer Porter
She decided the new wife should ease into the role gradually
despite their shared eagerness. They began with sleepover’s. She and
the husband had not shared the same bedroom in many years due to
his farting, snoring, thrashing, and bed and blanket hogging, and he
liked it that way. She knew that if the new wife came late and left early and he caught a glimpse of her, he would not know the difference.
After all, the new wife was practically herself—Midwestern sturdy.
And, after all, he worked twelve, thirteen, fourteen hour days, leaving
at the crack of dawn; the kitchen filled with the reek of burnt bacon.
Getting home after sunset, he’d eat his dinner then go to bed after a
few minutes of television. She grabbed a sleeping bag and slept on the
floor of her teenage daughter’s bedroom, the new wife in her new bed.
When she advertised for the new wife on Craigslist all she asked
was that the new wife be able to cook, clean, pay bills, and cheerlead.
The last skill being of the utmost importance and the only thing the
husband ever noticed missing, when it went missing. “There are only
so many years of cheerleading one can perform before your voice
becomes hoarse,” she explained to the candidates.
She rented a cute little arts and crafts bungalow in the village she’d
always dreamed of living in, fifteen minutes closer to her job. There
wasn’t much she wanted to take with her, and she was able to find
look-alike replacements at the local thrift stores. He didn’t notice the
changes. She moved one pet out at a time. First a cat. Then the other
cat. Then the old dog. Then the pug. She and the daughter stayed
there during his working hours, and the new wife stayed in her new
house, becoming familiar with its routines. The new wife cooked the
dinner and left it on warm in the oven. He did not notice the change.
The new wife said, “I think we should try an evening.”
And so they did. The daughter stayed at the new house and she
went out to fill the bird feeders after his supper and the new wife
walked back in. The new wife cleaned up the kitchen, sat down to
watch television with him for a few minutes, said goodnight when he
went to bed. He did not notice. The new wife took on the evening
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shift. The daughter moved into the bungalow.
“I’ve been practicing cheerleading,” said the new wife.
She said, “Okay, let’s try it. After he gets home from work early on
Saturdays, around five pm, he needs it. Since you’ll already be there,
why not just stay for dinner and cheerlead after.”
“Sounds like a good plan,” the new wife said.
“How’d it go?” she asked the new wife Sunday morning out in the
driveway.
“He complained about his job.”
“Yes, he does that.”
“Said he’s unappreciated by his boss. Underpaid. Should never have
closed his business down four years ago. Feels like a failure. Said that
if I hadn’t quit doing the books to pursue my own career, even though
I’d always dreamed of doing it, he wouldn’t have been forced to close
down. But couldn’t he have just hired another bookkeeper?”
“Yes. He will blame us for everything.”
“He said all he ever does is work.”
“What did you say to him?”
“I said everything was going to be okay. That he’s so talented. That
if he wanted he could start up another company and I’d be the backbone. I’d quit my own newly-minted career and devote myself entirely
to his success. He wouldn’t have to work so many hours.”
“What did he say?”
“Don’t get any ideas about anyone working less hours. His career
will always require the ultimate devotion. It’ll always be his biggest
priority. I told him I understood.”
“Perfect,” she said. “Did you have sex?”
“No, he went to bed early. Said he had to get up and work around
the house.”
“What did you do?”
“Watched movies on Netflix by myself.”
“It’s a tough job,” she said. “I hope you can handle it.”
“I think I can,” said the new wife. “I like movies.”
After the new wife was working five out of seven suppertimes, she
told her there was one more thing the new wife needed to know. “He’s
a go-around man.”
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“What kind of man is that?”
“Everything circles around back to him. He should be surrounded
by a sparkling impenetrable bubble that floats up into the sky and
shines down happiness. What makes him happy should make you
happy. You must provide the invisible air that keeps the bubble afloat.”
She went on, “If you try to leak out, he’ll fight you. You’ll find
yourself repeating over and over as to why you no longer want to live
on a dirt road (for instance), at the bottom of a steep hill that’s icy all
winter that leaves mud and dust on your SUV and your house and the
back of your pant legs. It’s truly exhausting.”
“Oh, I don’t think we’ll fight,” the new wife said.
“Really? Why not?”
“Because I’m not in love with him. He broke your heart not mine.”
She had her last supper at the old place. When she got in her SUV
and drove down the driveway, she thought she ought to be crying and
wondered why she didn’t. The exchange had been very pleasant, the
new wife very supportive. The new wife was hoping to have sex with
him that night.
“I hope you do too,” she said. “Let me know if he notices.”
“Oh, I’m pretty sure he won’t,” the new wife said.
“I’m pretty sure you’re right,” she said, but it no longer broke her
heart.

Looking Up When the Doors
Close
Ira Kelson Hatfield
I used to work with ruined lives behind
Wooden doors with magnetic locks.
They slammed with a dead sound,
Metal on metal.
The skinny Plexiglas panes were checkered with wire
to keep the really crazy ones in.
I’ve seen a lot of different kinds of people walk through those doors.
Sad ones,
With tears to cover up the glances
Toward their shoes,
lying on the floor across the room.
That’s where they put the pills.
I’ve seen sober ones,
Angry ones,
And some so high,
Intake had to bring them back in a wheelchair,
But they are always terrified.
I’m Trying to smile
As a middle aged mother of three
Explains her new plan.
About how her daughters give her strength,
Like an I.V, Mainlining false hope.
She’ll probably be back in six months,
too drunk to string more than four words together.
A boy, not much older than me, Sobs
as he tells me how his sister brought him here.
His dead sister.
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He found her, blue skin, glass eyes, esophagus ripped wide open
From throwing up the Purell she’d downed
Just to stop the DT’s.
She choked on her own blood,
Much the same way he chokes
On words he doesn’t really have to explain his guilt.
I hold an old man still
While the nurse calls an ambulance.
His eyes roll as blood seeps from the back of his head.
His bones are light, like Styrofoam,
His skin soft and wrinkled.
He has seized twice today already.
This one is at a minute and counting.
The rest of the patients watch in silence.
The television loudly announces a car sale
While his muscles bounce and pull like a rubber band.
When he comes to,
He can’t remember his name.
My palms sweat as I take a step forward.
A young man brandishes a potted plant from the lobby
Like a baseball bat.
He threatens to kill me if I touch him.
He wants to leave.
He wants to die,
to silence the voices.
I apologize as I inform him of his patient rights.
He swings at me. Spits. Curses.
We grab his arms.
He drops like a dead man,
Snapping the kneecap of a co-worker
Like the hinge on a cabinet door.
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A nineteen year old girl lies in her bed,
staring at the ceiling.
She is out of tears.
The meds kicked in
and she just found out she is crazy.
As I check her vitals
I see a picture laying on the floor.
Her, smiling with her mother and father at the beach.
I try to imagine them seeing this moment coming.
I can’t.
A man in his early sixties prepares to leave,
Headed to his son’s house.
They talked for the first time in two decades yesterday.
He wants back a few of the years
That he misplaced at the bar.
He cries when he sees his grandson for the first time.
A woman much like my own grandmother
Tells me about each of her six dogs.
She needs to get home
Because her daughter couldn’t take care of a rock if she had instructions.
A little girl, dressed in snow boots and a white tutu,
Runs to her father in the visitation room.
She holds his leg as he holds the tears in,
Like covering holes in a dam with his fingers.
He reaches down and swallows her up
With granite graffiti covered arms.
Everyone watches him just hold her
And bawl like the child he is.
We always look up at the doors when they close
To see if a story is coming or going.
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Cockroach Boy
To see if the faces are familiar.
Waiting to see if it’s a train wreck or not.
Sometimes loud, sometimes quiet,
They come and go.
At some point it hits me.
I don’t work with drug addicts.
I don’t work with schizophrenics.
I don’t work with criminals,
Or monsters, or screw-ups, or lost causes.
I work with people,
And I look just like them.
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Jimmy Pappas
The boy sat in his French Catholic
school uniform on the front steps
of his family’s small apartment
playing with cockroaches
he kept in empty match boxes.
Curious to see how he used
his little living toys in a game,
I squatted down and smiled
at him, but an ocean between
us caused him to pick up his
insects, put them away in their
small homes, go back inside,
and leave me looking at a closed door.
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Letters to Minnehaha Creek: III
Victoria Peterson-Hilleque

Love Poem to a Fondue
Cheese Dip
Richard Fein

The pound of pavement pulses up
through ankles, feet, and knees.
My hips and gut move and shake.
My brain sloshes in its cage.
Vibration of concrete tells you
I come. I am heavy with my own
water. Even the Boy Scout
wreaths and their red bows
rattle in the graveyard.
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Poem to a dark lady, a mysterious Juliet
who would make a Romeo out of me—
And yet this gently smiling woman might morph
into a dismissive vixen of verse were I to even presume. . .
And so she remains unattainable save in my dreams.
There she is, alone, musing to herself, leaning over no balcony,
but rather o’er the hors d’oeuvre table
at this wretched black-tie affair.
Oh what radiance shines by yonder cheese dip tub
as her delicate fingers plow a cracker through yellow molten goo.
Some dip drips on her silken blue dress,
while twixt her upturned nose and lipstick ruby red lips,
a pencil thin moustache of yellow cheese lingers.
And so my fair Helen of Troy humanizes into a Zelda of Brooklyn,
while the walls of fortress Troy crumble
allowing this lumber headed horse’s ass
to dare approach her and presume a hello.
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Open Open House
Nicole Matos
“We didn’t have room in the truck for you + Cody + Justin”—the
plusses like an accusatory Valentine—“but it is only for 2 weeks + you
don’t like your grandma + OK be good.” When they left you, they did
write. Printing could have been your mom’s or your dad’s—nobody
knew them well enough to be sure.
Their truck was definitely gone. Behind the blankets in the doorways, their shoes and cigarettes were gone, the garbage bags with
your brother’s clothes. There was dish soap in the kitchen and in the
shower. There was a crate of ramen noodles, two hot dogs, one or
two reassuring frozen things, plenty of drink mix—“Thank god,” you
said—you could be so funny—“There’s plenty to drink! Holy shit,
drinks on me!” We cruised around the apartment bumping into its
gutters like trash cans on casters, a bit flabbergasted to be here for this
chance, to be honest. You were surprisingly panicked. There’s something about being left, no matter who leaves you, even if they bring
nothing to the table.
Still, it was hard to turn this into an opportunity—school out for
summer, no chance of being fed, only those haphazard trucks that
sometimes gave out sandwiches, but more often—we’d noticed and
made fun of it—only art: sand art, spin art, Shrinky-Dinks, Christmas ornaments. Remember me saying, deadpan, “I think I’d prefer
to live by bread alone”? Were they leaving you to us? Was that the
point? to bring us all closer together? The friends we made then were
legendary—Dred Scott (only Scott at first, but he said it, “What am
I, one-quarter black?”—soon it became three-fifths), Jesus and Jesus’s
brother, the one that threw the knife at you—Navel who, when we
sent him for oranges, asked, “Navel oranges?”—we meant whatever
dumb oranges they sold at the corner store, three for a dollar, it was a
ridiculous question. It was more friends than we had ever previously
made—a real Open House. Wasn’t it worth the stunning we took?
The way it drove us out to the courtyard—where basketball we never
watched was being played, where strays like Dred and Navel could
boldly, under pressure of necessity, be brought into the fold?
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The things we sold at our Yard Sale—we kept loose hours, not exactly the ones we wrote on all those signs—a waste of time, the sale ran
fine on its own steam. It was amazing, once you were out in the world,
carrying boxes and signs and tacks, crisscrossing with people, relaxing, sort of, into your need, not trying to force it away—how people
(weirdoes, some of them) would, without knowing, roll downhill into
helpfulness. A delicate balance, the way our stock nibbled the edges of
what they had left you—we sold only a few of your old toys, not the
ones your brothers played with, we sold your mom’s cassettes, but not
the cassette player, we sold the three Nintendo cartridges, but kept the
Nintendo, a harbinger of better times.
It was really a lesson in the world’s inexhaustible supply! You took a
bath in tea—a whole big box of Tetley we kept, with that canister of
grape drink we kept mixing—you didn’t drink tea, but you did like
the smell. We made that happen, and you smiled despite yourself,
lowering into the tub in your awkward bathing suit with the flowers,
flapped your hands in the murky brown water: “Swamp Thing.” I
boiled you pot after pot of noodles, trying all the spices until we found
the right combination, the one you pronounced “perfect”—oregano,
black pepper, a pinch of cinnamon, a dollop of cayenne. It was true
you were alone at night, most nights. But we were there again, every
morning, all day, most days. We softened the blow in every way that
we could.
I kept those photos, too—the one I’m not in, because I took it—Jesus and Jesus’s little brother, faking some gang sign—and Tace has her
sunglasses, with a weird hanging strap, pushed down low on her nose,
a sort of beady-eyed in-chargeness, a halfway, tired smile. And you are
in the background—your arms are folded—your head is tilted low—
and there are a few scattered wares on the counter. And then the one
you took—the one of only me, bursting crookedly out of the corner—I’m holding a hand-lettered sign, “Open Open House!” sketched
all over with vines and ivy, one of our finest—and I am laughing,
grinning—having the time of my life.
They returned later than they said, + Cody + Justin—but only an
extra week later, so no harm done.
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Compounded Guidance
Jonathan Borrero

those misaligned dowsing rods of my nonexistent soul—
(absent)

Moral compass Mr. Crosstoter smelltasted weekoldtuna rank—
my olfactories decaying til
salvation transformed into a
fieryheaded latina Medusastyle

I know because I learned:
we are all just bodies
of recycled deathremnants
the universe’s used up material

Miss Neocrucifix screwed with doctrinedeath too
blessed it with two tits, about all she had left
currently Mr. Superego scream/sing/sounds Chris Cornell
and hell, he relates to me and all
but still— he slings blackhol’d stars and solarstorms.
Meanwhile I wander emptiedhalls wondering at shogunskulls and
moldedmanuscripts thralls—
well.

careless of self since I’ve found no saviorstreetcleaner that means
Dirty streets collect the filth of
my inner proletariatprotest
The final consequence of
getting f a t / s h i t f a c e d / l a z y .
Now, I no longer riot through thoughtalleyways
with makebelievetorches and
pitchfork coupe d’état forces—
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Applied Linguistics

Mother Goose

Sarah Maloy

Al Kratz

some pretty words I found like marbles in the sand:
fearful, shake, stay
they slide stubborn on my tongue,
press against your lips, resist and keep shape.
distrust, soft, fluttering, collapse
I gather them in my pockets, press them to your hands
hard as scratched glass, they don’t change in the giving.
flustered, shallow, sleep
they dig hard into my flesh, ebb at the edges of my mind.
“ask me to stay”—
these are lovely words,
they clink against each other like pearls on a chain.
String them along with the words I found for you,
the giving will change them: plea to harbor
stay to staying
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Sydney used to walk the pedestrian mall until she switched to
riding the elevator. The pigeons pissed her off with their pompous
demands. With every shoulder bob, they tried to act innocent and
wordless, but they didn’t fool Sydney. She watched them rotate
their necks in ways that told biological lies, and she knew their eyes
covered her using angles that shouldn’t succeed. Every inch of their
pointed beaks were designed with loudness meant to minimize people
like Sydney. If she stayed in the ped-mall, the pigeons would have
shouted her secrets until everyone’s ears hurt as badly as hers. Sydney
would have become smaller every day until she was the exact size of
pigeon food.
She got out of the ped-mall, using what felt like her last bit of oxygen, in time to discover the elevator. Its grandeur refilled her lungs.
She stepped in and knew this couldn’t be random. Sometimes she
could feel it in the back of her neck. It was the size of a wine cork and
throbbed when doing its work. The cork did this when the elevator
doors knew the perfect time to close. The vibration tickled her back
into the womb, and the elevator whispered in her ear that she should
never leave. She was finally home.
Although she refused to see it, her reflection in the glass walls
moved her appearance to the fourth power. Her shabby July sweatshirt was her trademark rejection of seasonal change. It hung below
the buttocks of red yoga pants that ended several inches above the pea
green clogs that a nun walking thru the ped-mall gave to her. Although she couldn’t see it, she was beautiful.
Sydney rode to the twenty-first floor where random people invented random commerce. On the way up, she closed her eyes. The elevator pulled her along, hugging her back to feelings of the safe time.
The elevator stopped and Sydney thought this time might die too
early, too—like the angel who had lived in her belly without a name,
although Sydney felt it would be Elizabeth. Elizabeth, the one whom
trumped them all by leaving before she’d even arrived. The elevator
was ending and Sydney felt it would distribute her in tiny pieces to
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Anticipation
the wind. But the cork throbbed, her stomach held her heart in threes,
and the elevator returned to the ground floor.
Happy times from one to twenty-one and back again, and the only
reason Sydney wanted to leave was to make a quick dash to the pedmall to tell the pigeons she had found the antidote. Maybe even bring
one bird back to the womb to show it how strong the remedy was.
That plan was suspended when the elevator sang an off-key note and
the doors opened at number nine.
A lady with gloves and hair of matching snow white stepped into
the elevator. Sydney’s shoulders wanted to bob like the birds’ until she
stole a look from the far end of an eye socket. The lady’s white head
pressed forward to see the ground. Sydney laughed at their voice of
discomfort—like they were sisters sharing an inside punchline. The
only way she could think to stop offending her new sister was to sing a
song.
She sang a song from the dormitory days when she belonged—when
she was just like the other kids—in bed with Alex, the vulnerable poet
who loved Jethro Tull and made it safe to dream about the future. As
she sang about turning a screaming Mother Goose loose, Alex’s favorite sandalwood incense returned to dance in her nostrils.
The index finger of a white glove abruptly struck the number four
button. The elevator stopped, and her sister shot herself back into the
world. Sydney listened only to the silence of this shot and was fine
to be alone as she descended to one and prepared for another ascent
to twenty-one. The cork in the back of the neck had disappeared and
Sydney glowed in the light of the elevator.
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Michael Wells
Fridays come with perforation on the edge.
Just fold at the seam, rip it downwards
and the weekend separates from the rest
of the week— and for many,
Fridays are iconic for their paydays
Of course not every Friday has that
pecuniary distinction.
Some Fridays are casual
and fill out blue jeans
in the workplace, where
stuffiness prevailed
Monday through Thursday,
and Fridays become clock watchers;
counting down the minutes till
the euphoria of quitting time rolls around.
If Fridays are pretentious
who could blame them
for all the anticipation
of waiting for the catsup
to drop.
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In Bed

Last Day

Michael Wells

Paul Kopp

We haggled over geography.
It’s all arbitrary until it’s your own.
At night the cat would traipse
the headboard doing our hair.
I urged her to take up a craft,
even bought her yarn.
Dreamt I died in my sleep.
Awoke to be awarded a metal
posthumously. We had good sex.
The best you proclaimed.
I complemented your verbal skills.
You said nothing lasts forever.
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A far cry from the
distance between the roads
and the air,
this settling marks quiet
amongst the dunes and
light burdens no one.
wishing for depth unobscured
meaning falls away into places
secret and unkind yet vague
enough to resolve in purpose.
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Sleep Debt
Rebecca Tirrell Talbot
Marisol and I had just been making milkshakes at the West Reading Diner for three solid hours, no joke. My Favorite Phobia had
played at the Silo that night, and it turns out when you’re sixteen and
an emo band sets your emotional fault lines shivering, a milkshake’s
just the thing for you. Scooping that ice cream so long, I felt like I’d
been digging graves. Marisol said she felt like a goose flapping its
wings all the way to Florida.
After our shift, Marisol and I stood in the parking lot. She leaned
over her car door. When she stretched forward, the door’s hinge
creaked. She turned away, stomped a cigarette, and yawned. The day
ahead yawned.
“Get some sleep now, Jill, you hear?”
I chucked my cigarette across the blacktop.
“You look like you’re on Mars. Seriously.”
I offered Marisol another smoke. She shook her head. I lit another.
“Look,” said Marisol. “Sweetie, just go to the doctor if you can’t
sleep. How long’s it been?”
“Four days.”
“Shit, girl, get yourself some Ambien. It’d be worth every penny. I
gotta roll. You in tomorrow?”
“10 p.m. on the dot.”
“No rest for the weary. See you then, hon.”
I walked the glowing cigarette to my Jeep and waved to Marisol’s
Saturn as it peeled out.
On the drive home, sunrise glowed above the mountain ridge, like
light from under a door, but the morning was stuck between day and
night, like Magritte’s Empire of Lights. Streetlamps along Penn Avenue didn’t know they should turn off, and, at the BARTA bus stops,
leftover night owls mingled with men in Carhartt pants who gripped
coolers.
I parked the Jeep, kicked at a pile of circulars in the entryway, and
then dragged myself up the steep stairway to the front door. I walked
in, flung my keys and purse to one side of the room, and clicked on
the light.
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That was when I jumped awake.
I wasn’t in my own apartment. In a sweep I saw a dinged-up coffee
table with a book lying open, its thin pages crinkling in a ceiling fan’s
breeze; a tarp spread out with sorted piles of gray: wings, fuselages,
silk-screened decals; a batik cloth blocking the morning light; two
pressboard shelves with finished planes; three Yeungling bottles beside
a couch that looked hoisted from the side of a road. Bare yellow walls
were tacked with movie posters: Apocalypse Now and something called
Magnolia that did not have Dolly Parton in it. Faintly, the smell of
incense filled the room.
I picked up my purse, clicked off the light, backed out of the apartment, and locked the door behind me. I climbed halfway up to my
apartment before I started to feel lightheaded. I sat on the landing
between my apartment and my neighbor’s.
A breeze came through the window above the landing, but so did a
rotten fruit smell. Humidity pressed close. I looked up at the upstairs
steps that led to my apartment and then down the dim downstairs
steps that led to my neighbor’s and I held an M.C. Escher staircase in
my mind. I thought about what it would be like to be on one of those
landings, which were just like this one, but you could walk on those
stairs any which way you pleased—upside down, straight up, sideways.
You could walk upside down on the underside of a staircase someone
else was taking normally. You could walk anywhere in that house and
everyone seemed to know you belonged right there.
***
Every day since I’d landed in the first-floor apartment, I saw freeze
frames of that simple, quiet room—all angles and pale yellow space—
and imagined that I could smell incense on my clothes. Sometimes, I
would fall asleep to sounds from other people’s apartments. I would
drift off for a second feeling like I was in my family’s farmhouse in
Oley instead of an apartment building in downtown Reading. Footsteps, an object clattering to the ground, pipes whistling—for just
one moment, I let the thought linger that it was my sister stalking the
room, my mom dropping a glass of iced tea, Dad sprinkling Boraxo
over his grease-blackened hands and dousing them in the laundry sink.
In those seconds, I felt like I was part of something I didn’t earn.
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One afternoon, I went back. I was standing at my neighbor’s door
before I realized it, squeaking it open, whispering, “Hello?” and reciting in my mind, I’m sorry, the door was open, and you know, it’s funny,
I turned my place almost upside down for safety pins and couldn’t find
one....
I scoped out each room until I knew I was alone, and then sank
onto the side-of-the-road couch. I rested my head on its arm and
looked around. Rolling Rock bottles subbed for the Yuenglings, and
maybe one new plane had been added to the shelf. I picked up some
photos on the card table in the dining room. I’d heard about places
like the ones in the photos. Boneyards. My neighbor’s photos—those
dismembered planes, their insides all in full view—gave me this hollow feeling. I liked the way the sky looked—he’d picked a good hour
to take these. There was something painful and spooky. Something
Chirico.
From other photos, I’m guessing my neighbor graduated this year.
Congrats to him. If that was his mom hugging him, she looked real
nice.
One photo showed him standing beside a slide and there was this
kid perched, about to dump a bucket of something gross—the bucket
looked filthy—on his head. I’m guessing a punishment like this could
only take place at camp. By his thumbs-up I guess he didn’t mind, but
here’s hoping the showers were close.
In the living room, I took the empty Rolling Rocks and lined them
up on the windowsill. I lay under the window and marbled green light
surrounded me.
***
The next week, still only sleeping catch as catch can, the days feel
like they’re passing the window of a fast-moving train.
At home one night before work, I lie ear to floor, hear whoosh and
hum and “Hey man, happy birthday”/ “Hey thanks, welcome to the
soiree.” Laughter. Green Day. It sounds like college.
When I get to work, one of the regulars, a retired English teacher,
sits all aristocratic in her booth. I brought her tuna instead of chicken salad—tsk, tsk—and she tells me some 1920s case where people
keeled over dead from a virus keeping them awake two weeks straight.
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Says I should quit. She leaves a forty-buck tip.
When I get home that morning, I’ve got a meat-cleaver headache
and can’t sleep it off. I go back to my neighbor’s house and lurk. His
bedroom door’s shut.
I have to either see if he’s there or leave A.S.A.P. I don’t want to
leave, so I knock. Nothing. Grab the knob. My eardrums feel like
cymbals someone’s got clap-happy with. See a pile of sheets. Confused
again since I can’t tell if a person is part of the pile. “Hello?” Can’t stop
shivering.
I touch the foot of the bed. Nothing. I sit on the bed, check out my
neighbor’s bookshelf. Entire set of Star Wars books? Seriously? CDs
sprawl along the bottom shelf. Too much Pink Floyd.
My temples throb. Need Advil. Go to the medicine cabinet. Help
myself. Hope I grabbed the glass from the kitchen. It’s not the toothbrush holder? Water looks misty. Keep dropping pills on the floor.
The closet door’s open in the bedroom. Never seen a closet so empty.
I toss a few notebooks out of the closet, all sloppy. I set a few model plane boxes and a Yoda mask on the dresser. Then I sit inside the
closet. Rest my head against the closet’s back wall. Hoodies and khakis
hang in front of me, in lines like a curtain of beads. Grab one of the
notebooks. Cradle it and read.
Not sure how long I read, but before I know it I’m throwing it back
onto the bedroom floor, pages splayed. Sit on my neighbor’s bed,
cheeks burning, a weight pulling my eyelids closed. I’m almost asleep,
across the bed, when my cell rings. Sound freaks me out. Flip it open,
whisper, “Yeah?”
“I’m downstairs.” It’s my friend Kelley, who I’ve known since, like,
diapers. We’d made plans. I forgot.
In my apartment Kelley slingshots her purse into a corner. Says,
“Your place is a hole.”
“Seriously.” I light a cigarette. Then in my mind I see my head come
unhinged and float across the room.
“It reeks like something died.”
“Trash. Got Taco Bell last week.” My head’s getting away and I’m
gonna puke.
“Anyways,” says Kelley, “I gotta pee like a racehorse.”
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Ha. Look at my head on its ribbon—my face is fat, wide, tipping
toward me, bobbing away.
Kelley flushes and comes out rubbing lotion on her hands. “Um,
so,” she says, “there’s salt and pepper shakers in your medicine cabinet.”
“There are?”
“Um, yes.” She snoops around the rest of my apartment. “Dirty
Tupperware in your oven! Some of it’s melted.” Comes in, hand to
hip. “Jill, have you slept? What’s it been, like six days since you slept
good?”
“Eleven.” Hold a pillow against my head. It’s pounding hard.
Spread across the floor. Kelley flops next to me, says, “What’re you
gonna do, J.? You look like you’re on chemo.”
“Thanks.”
“What’re you gonna do about it?”
“I don’t…”
“You gotta work tonight?”
“Nope. Tomorrow night.”
“Thank God. You’d drive off Penn Street Bridge.”
“Yeah.” I laugh, roll away from her.
Shakes my shoulders: “What are you gonna do?”
“I dunno. Sleep dance. Make gods notice. Pray for rain, right?”
Vitalogy blares. Kelley links arms with me and we’re dancing. She
does a hula. Whoops. Swigs vodka from a bottle, holds me still to
paint my forehead with magenta lipstick. Wants me to paint her chin
purple. Steadies my hand. Dance around. Collapse.
“It’s working?” she asks, panting. I rest my head in her lap. “If I
leave,” she says, “will you please sleep?”
“Dunno.”
Kelley’s at my window. “Hey, maybe he’ll give you a ride tomorrow
night.” Peek over her shoulder. It’s my first-floor neighbor, getting out
of his rust-gut Jetta. “Know him?”
Start shivering. Can’t stop laughing. I’m bent double in the middle
of the living room, laughing like Alvin and the Chipmunks.
“Okay, weirdo,” says Kelley.
Laugh till I’m snorting.
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“Stop! You’re wigging me out.” She kicks me in the ribs.
Now I’m bawling. Rub tears away with my whole hand. My palm
gets lipstick on it, turns magenta.
“Quit it,” she says. “Get yourself together and take the freaking trash
out. I’m not staying the afternoon if you don’t.”
Fall forward, down the back steps, about to hit concrete. Cushion
my fall with the trash bag. Curse because I land in sour guacamole
that comes out black when I spit. Kneel by hostas and puke. Gather
scattered trash. Heave trash into the basin. Wipe hands on my skirt.
Lift my eyes toward Mount Penn. Mist is reaching down. It’s grabbing
hands with trees. It’s wrapping the spires of row houses like swaddling
rags.
Can’t tell which way I’m walking on the stairs. Upstairs, or upside
down? I use my key in somebody’s door. My neighbor is kneeling by a
shelf and I’m staggering, tripping, crawling toward his couch. I rest my
cheek on his couch pillow. And sleep is coming. Like a gift.
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Alone
Abbie Leavens
My bed is empty
and I am grateful that she is not there.
She’d be sad to hear me say this out loud,
but it’s the truth.
I’ve been waiting for this
for so long.

I tried. I tried to say I need to find comfort—
I need to find myself. She thought she was
to blame.
And I’m glad; I’m more than that—
I can write her.
I can paint her.
I can fuck her.
I can do anything.

A way to be me without her,
and a way to be
with her
purple sheets, foreign
to us
but not to her.
Her—foreign to us
Thank God.
It isn’t her fault—
My deceit, her honesty,
what she felt—
I could have said:
It wasn’t you, it’s me.
I could have said a million things,
and they would have mattered
more than silence.
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The Moon Out Sometimes
Frays
Tracie Morell
We’ve moved into a bigger house,
Now our voices wander among the rooms
calling, Where are you?
~Li-Young Lee
Your voice: that poignant whisper. A voice
that refuses the fate of the body
communicates the world entirely
different than that I have
witnessed. My voice
sometimes gritty from sand
in my eye causing a rush of tears
is the expression of experience
devoid of sound. Someone I will never meet
moves me from the absence
of sound, but his voice
vibrates like God in my bones. My knees
become painted with pools of blue blood
making violent images of thunder
clouds. I recite a prayer
to the world. Words come to be
what no Idol could express. They say how
different the world is for different
textures of hair. My blue eyes,
from childhood, carry with them the secrets
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of the sky during a catastrophic flood. You
a boy, generations from me, a yellow skinned migrant,
assimilates in a land at war with faces
somewhat similar to yours, but not yours
at all. You speak about playing games
with your sister, just like the ones I played
with my freckled sister,
of rescue and abandonment. Every child couldn’t be
more different sharing the sounds of innocence
slowly evaporating with every injustice
witnessed. We carry the child we once
were, innocence stripped from every
confused eye. The struggle carrying the weight
of a childhood is transforming into an ill formed
memory of someone else’s slow growth
through the speeding years is the persistence
of a forgetful God. My mouth always fails
my voice. I’m condemned to wishing I had written it
down. Could be, you know that feeling, despite never
knowing me. Your eyes bear the burden of understanding
Political Prisons, mine cannot hide from the rage and derangement
of child molester’s sinister, searing stare. How forgetful
their God was to us, but we learned a different
sight that gives silence the chance for a voice. I come from
a privileged color which affords no luck at all. Have you found
too, that paper fades in a quiet indifference to being what it is?
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Natural History

A Policy of Nonintervention

Fain Rutherford

Lily Brent

He knows what’s coming. His older girls
grown, married, mothers themselves now.
This newer child the evidence of a second
life with Santa Claus and Halloween.
Sometimes putting her to bed, he remembers what’s
about to happen in a life cycle alien as any insect’s.
After the warm, wriggling larval stage,
there comes a coolness at the bus stop.
The daily goodbyes grow stoic and unsloppy.
Her eyes begin to roll. Her naked dancing stops.
Her phone calls grow furtive. Her mirror exhausted
as she spins the cocoon of adolescent pupation.
In the recombinant swirl of that dark chamber
are sobbing breakups with warbling boys,
strategic emetics for hangovers and weight control,
tactical sweetness as nerve roots probe for purchase
in the crack between daring and life-threatening; all
encased by a membranous chitin, tough but not yet hard.
A final estrogenic surge and the cocoon splits.
The long wobbling legs unbend, and she stands
translucent and swaying on the cracked carapace
of her childhood; an alarming duplicate of her mother,
who, after the drying of wings, demonstrates
how to chew the head off a performing mate.

Somewhere a preacher is pounding his fist on the altar, “We are worse
than the devil: Lucifer never killed.”
Annunciata*, they fled, and you with them. They carried jugs of
water and sacks of beans and mattresses on their backs. They barricaded themselves in the church and thought, “Here we will be safe. Here
we will be saved.” They didn’t foresee the grenades that crumpled the
iron door like a child absently twisting straws. Could you have seen
it, Annunciata? Could you have foretold it? The grenades blasting the
brick walls into sand and the people hopeless, their rosaries clattering
to the ground with that sound, the sound of a gentle rain.
Things are strewn about here still. As you left them.
A pair of glasses for that driver who didn’t see well enough to
drive. Who could often be found parked outside the hospital with a newspaper propped on the steering wheel, squinting through the day’s news
while he waited for a pick-up or delivery.
A pipe for that grandfather who chewed it while he absently patted the
heads of his grandchildren. Worrying about money, lamenting time’s slow
draining of his strength, and missing his wife.
A gaggle of pens suspended on a piece of string, wagging in the
breeze. Who brought them? An accountant thinking he might have something to account for. A student anxious not to fall behind, dutifully filling
in her grammar sheets while the heat cooked the smell of fear out of the
people pressed in around her.
Who had the green hairbrush with a mirror on the back? Was it you,
Annunciata, hoping to catch the eye of some young man? Romance still
blooms amidst chaos. Flowers are like that, always: oblivious. They
bloomed that year, I’m sure.
You couldn’t have foreseen it, Annunciata. I know you didn’t and
maybe that’s a mercy. What could you have done? You were already as
close as you could be to cloistered in a convent,and it didn’t help you,
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did it? Death was the only end to your agony and I wish you could
tell me who was waiting for you on the other side. Was there a healing
bath of light? An apology? An explanation? Maybe just a lamentation? A wail that began at creation that can still be heard even now if
you listen closely.
I’m here listening. Listening for whispers amidst the soiled clothes
lining the pews like some haunted masquerade, some testimony. Here
we were. They’re all brown now, the clothes, dirt-encrusted. Which is
the first sign of trouble because the people I know are fastidious and
bright, and, so I fear, who will speak to me from this sea of mud, this
sepulcher of dust.
There are stairs down to the crypt. Unlike those old European
cathedrals, these tombs are new, yet still musty. Nothing more than
a dirt tunnel lined with red metal shelves. And there you all are. The
ones I felt in the wind, sensed under the soil. Lined up at my feet,
crowding at my shoulders, towering above my head: skulls. Rows and
rows of skulls. Piles and piles of femurs. A cacophony of scapula and
hip bones. Hello my darlings. How long would it take me to apologize
to each one of you? We did nothing. Like a hollow mother I want to
cradle your skulls. But I’m afraid to touch them, to feel the texture of
final bone. Will it be slick or grainy? Cold or oddly warm? How alike
we all are in death. Rows and rows of ivory, nearly all uniform, only
slight variation in size and number of teeth.
Grandfather, someone has kindly placed your missing teeth in the sockets
of your eyes, so you can keep track of them. They look back at me like fossilized maggots and I think there is one thing more horrifying than this and
that is your suffering.
I can’t believe this was a punishment. I refuse that explanation no
matter how many times the preacher pounds his fist.
I want to cradle all of you, but what good would my blessing or
comfort do you now? I think of grandfather patting the small heads
which are now only eyes. So badly did your soft, still-fusing skulls
crack and splinter. On one shelf there is only a crown, all that could
be recovered one stark fragment of forehead and those small, pleading
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eyes.
I wonder, where are all the jawbones? You are clamoring, clattering. What do you wish to say?
I’m sitting in the Sunday School now. On a child-size pew. Communing with a stain on the wall. The bold stain is an amalgam of
blood and brain and ghosts. We are worse than Lucifer. He never burst
the skulls of children, never swung a baby by its legs to splatter against
a blackboard. Lucifer was cast down. What is the distance between
heaven and hell? Was he like Alice down the rabbit hole? Falling so long he
began to talk to himself? Falling so long the leaves changed? Falling so long
his hair began to gray? Falling so long he started to believe there would be
no landing, only a clawed hand grazing life as it passed by?
If this is our punishment, what sin was so grave as to merit it? And
what will be the punishment wrought in return? If I could pour out
my wrath, there would be no earth left. Only a steaming core to wander mute around the universe like a geologic Cain. Perhaps that is why
God staid his hand. For the men, women and children who still cling
to righteousness.
I have found you at last, Annunciata dear. They gave you a nice
place to rest. Cool and white with tiles. They gave you a coffin, which
is more than I can say for the others. It is draped in purple and lace
and there is a long, long wooden cross laid over top. I wonder if you
embrace it. I imagine that you do because you love God. But I imagine you do it with a shiver because it reminds you of that long, long
stick they used to skewer you. My poor dear. Has anyone ever suffered
more than you?
Where did they keep you for days and days while they raped you
again and again? Those faceless men who are still living, milling about
here, tilling fields, breaking the crust of the earth like they broke the
surfaces of crania, severing roots like they severed bones with hoes,
pitchforks, machetes, clubs. Feeling swelled with importance as they
clutched their long, cold guns, the grenades snug in their palms like
lethal fruit. Those men that used you again and again until you were
pulp and they could thrust that sharpened stick through your violated
spaces up to the crown of your head. Were you broken, dear? Were
you vacant by the time they were done with you? Your braid-wreathed
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Watching Pomegranates Fall
head no longer a globe of ideas, but an animal instrument, a vessel
carrying coals already gone dark?
I don’t know how I can stand before you, Annunciata. Are you
now an angel with multi-colored wings? Are you nothing but bone
dust? What can I say to you? I’m sorry, dear. It isn’t enough is
it? Though it would be easier to obliterate the memory, to cauterize
it out, I won’t. I will look into your fleshless face, Annunciata. It’s the
least I can do and the most I can offer.
When I come down the road to wait for the bus away from this
place, I see a small house in the distance. Cement with a tin roof. I
see a mother leaning out the window and the silhouette of a tiny girl
jumping and pumping her arms in the dusty yard. Laughing and
chasing a hen around a hollow tree. The tree is tall, arching far into
the sky. It has stood here a long time. Its toes splayed to drink up the
blood in this soil. Do you see them, Annunciata? The tree, the mother,
the child? Do you think we are saved?

[*] Annunciata Bukando was a twenty-eight year-old victim of the Rwandan
Genocide. She was repeatedly raped and tortured before her eventual murder. Her
story was selected by the Nyamata genocide memorial curators to represent all of the
women raped, tortured and killed at the Catholic Church in Nyamata. Genocide
victims in Nyamata are said to number 10,000 of the 800,000 killed in Rwanda
between April and July 1994.
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Cindy Maresic
It’s dusk in the alley behind the house.
You reach for the lamp with its sudden light
and react to the string of shadows breaking
against the back wall.
The dog comes in from the yard. She watches
you for a moment with her amber eyes,
yawns, then turns to go on with her life.
You have a mind to write poetry
about your neighbor’s pomegranate tree,
its harmony of twisted branches extending
through your wooden fence, how it terrifies you
when the lights are off, and the dog is in your bed.
You stand at your back door,
and wait for the last rays of light to disappear
behind the garden shed.
It happens soon enough. The golden
green shimmer of each leaf
pales without a stutter, and the trunk,
a monument of knotted wood and bark,
crouches under the weight of a another moon.
A pomegranate sways. There’s barely a breeze,
but it falls with a thud,
and you’re at your kitchen counter, fingers
trembling, the world already unhinged.
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